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'tTel/ the truth and don't be afraid}'

Program cuts;
IBHE blamed

By CASSIE SIMPSON

The following 1s a hst of the

Administration editor

programs that the Illinois
Board of Higher Education rec
ommended for Elimination at
Eastern Illinois University"
•Master's degree in Botany
• Bachelor's degree in Ger

Blaming the Illinoh Board ol
Higher Education for the pro
gram-cutting crisis currently fac
ing higher education in Illinois,
Mitch Vogel, president of the

man
• Bachelor's degree in Afro
American Studies
• Bachelor's degree in Tech

University Professionals of
Illinois, said current systems are
an administrative bloat.
Vogel blamed the Illinois
Board of Higher Education for
the program-cutting crisis cur
rently facing institutions of higher

nology Education
• Master's degree in Tech
nology
• Master's degree in Infor
mation Services a n d Tech
nology
• Master's degree in Bus
iness Administration

education. He swung through
Charleston Wednesday to meet
with UPI officials and spoke to
members of The Daily Eastern
News staff about problems facing

his union and Illinois' higher edu

good university is absolutely
absurd."
However. in spite of the recom
mendations of program eliraina
tion by the IBHE, Vogel feels
ll linob universities have provided

cation community.
"The Illinois Board of Higher
Education has issued recommen
dations for l 09 programs to be
shut doY.n in the state of Illinois.

That's 12 percent of the total aca

quality education to students.
''l'm proud of what we've been
able to do over the last 15 years.
We have approximately 10 to 15
percent less money on each of the
campuses and put t oget her proba
bly a better product chan we had

demic program," Vogel said.
"That's an out and out travesty
upon what universities stand for.
And for this board, most of whom
are not educated. the vast majori
ty are not educated. to sit around
dictating to the universities what
they should do and what makes a

t Co11ti1111ecl 011 page 2

Motel reopening
faces problems

Dog days of fall

ark "Rad" Haws. a 11111ior 1/ierapeutic recrea1io11 major. readies his bike for a ride while Pumpkin, cw
nglisll Wastif, enjoys the cool temperatures Wednesday afternoon at Haws' apartmelll 011 Grant Street.

'ednesday's tempratures reached the low 70's as the month drew to a close.

New senators bring fresh ideas
seated following a unanimous con
Si:< new senate members were

firmation vote by the student sen
ate at their weekly meeting Wed
sda) night.
Joining the senate for the first
time are John Kohl. Dan Fultz.
ulea War r en Kara Restagno,
Dave Greenstein and Heather
,

Ballard.
'The new members, chosen from

among 19 applicants. were given
committee assignments. The 13
applicants who were not chosen to
fill the seats w e r e assigned to
committees as non-senate members
because they had shown an interest
in studenc government, Senate
Speaker Luke Neumann said.

The new senators' terms will be
up m !':ovember. along with the
rest of the senate.

Several of the ne\.\ senators said
the senate has been working hard
to clean up its image. which
prompted them to run.

issues that come from people \.\ho
hve in a donn."
Kohl, who is on the University
and Housing Development Com

By DAVID M. PUTNEY
Staff write r

people a r e e x p e c t e d to v i s i t
F.astem.

The former College Inn might
reopen in time to take Home
coming g u e s t s if workers can
track down underground plumb
ing problems. the new owner
said Wednesday.
B h u p e n Panchal. w h o pur
chased the shuttered College Inn
at 4 1 5 W. Lincoln Ave. Sept. l,
said renovation work 1s going
"full speed ahead," but he cannot

the painting has been done.
H e added plumbers were at

commit to an exact date for re
opening until plumbing work is

Even after the hotel opens,
Panchal has additional renova
tions planned.
'"We mar not be able to do all
of (the "ork) at this time. but we

'Td like to emphasize the posi

mittee, said he plans to work on

tive things that are coming out of
the senate rather than the nega
tive." Fultz said.
Part of the image overhaul is
relating to the students. Kohl said.

expanded library and food service
hours.
Warren said students at the meet
ing should set the senate agenda.
'Td like to see more students
and even organii.ations at the meet

finished.
Crews have nearly completed
the enlarged front office and are
expected to finish the roof by the

ings bringing up what they wane to
see happen on campus," she said.
Restagno said he would like to
see students become active in
impro\'ing handicapped access on

W . Lincoln, which was closed
last spring by the city because of
unpaid taxes. is still being con

maj or misunder
standing of what student senate is
about," he said. "Education is the
key. You can't complain if you
don't know what you are com
plaining about. I feel senators

"There is

a

should be of the people. You
should be out among the people.''·
Most of them said they would
like to see the senate take up cer
tain agendas.
"I ran for senate because of com
plaints about what is wron g," Kohl
said. "It's not an uproar, but there is
grumbling. I'd like to work with

'Tm going to try to get freshmen
involved in Student Government
because so few of them know what
Student Government does," Green
stein said.
Ballard said he wants che senate
to take up an environmental initia
tive.

checampus.

Panchal. who plans to change
the name of the hotel to t h e
Varsity Inn. said the hotel's old
cen1ral heating system has been
replaced with new heaters and air
conditioners, and 80 percent of

end of this week, Panchal said.
The Charleston Motor Inn. 920

sidered by potential b u yer s
Charleston Mayor Wayne Lan
man said. No deal has been made
yet, so it will most likely remain
.

closed through Homecoming
Weekend. he added.

Homecoming Weekend, Oct. IO
to II, because 5.000 to 10.000

Hotel room� arc in demand for

Y.ork Wednesday crying to track
down an underground leak in the
plumbing system that might hold
up the reopening.

may be able to get it going to
m e e t t h e d e m a n d o f our cus
tomers." he said.
Panchal said he is seeking
financial help from the govern
ment to get the project going but

c a n n o t go into details. Last
m o n t h he told The News he
would seek city property tax
abatements.
Charleston City Attorney
Brian Bower said Panchal has
not made a formal request for tax
abatements but added he heard
Panchal will eventually file one.
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Human error causes near meltdown
TOKYO (AP)
A mistaken
flip of a switch by a nuclear
power plant worker caused a
reactor's cooling pumps to fat!, a
government
official
said
Wednesday. but an emergency
'>ystem took over and prevented
a nuclear meltdown.
The automatic activation of

the emergency cooling system
prevented radiation from being
released by the p l a n t in
Fukushima prefecture. 70 miles
northeast of Tokyo.
Local officials sharply criti
cized the Tokyo Electric Power
Co the plant's owner, for not
notifying residents for hours
about the emergency shutdown
of the 18-year-old reactor.
"The case is very serious
because it triggered (the emer
gency core cooling system),"
said Jinzaburo Takagi, a physi
clst who heads the Citizens'
Nuclear Information Center. an
anti-nuclear group.
It was the first shutdown using
the emergency system since
Japan's worst nuclear accident,
at Mihama in western Japan in
February 1991. when a small
amount of radioactivity was re.•

leased into the atmosphere.
Tuesday's accident at the
Fukushima Nuclear Plant No. 2
involved a 784-megawatt light
water reactor, the most widely
used reacror design in the world.
Il uses ordinary water for cool
ing and to moderate the flow of
neutrons that split the atoms that
produce nuclear reactions.
The emergency system that
went into effect at the plant is
the last reliable defense against a
core meltdown. The system
pours cooling water onto a reac
tor's nuclear fuel rods to prevent
them from reaching dangerously
high temperatures.
A meltdown could occur if a
reactor's rods heat to the point
where their uranium fuel starts to
melt and collects in a puddle on
the reactor floor. A partial melt
down occured during the nuclear
accident at Three Mile Island in
Middletown, Pa on March 28,
1979, the worst commercial
.•

accident in U.S. history.
The world's worst nuclear
accident occurred on April 26.
1986. at the Chernobyl nuclear
p l a n t in Soviet Ukraine. It
involved an explosion at a

• Continuedfrom page I

the same time we are increasing
administrative expenses. we've
cut instructional expenses I 0.6
percent."
"We shouldn't be increasing
our administrative costs at a time
when the students are suffering."

15 years ago." Vogel said.
'"It ·s certain!) a more compre
hensive program. a broader pro
gram. and we are educating more
students and we're educating
more students in different areas."
The other problem Vogel
he said. '"And it's ridiculous that
. addre�sed was that of the IBHE
1peo le'"<i.re
1o chilhge "this...
, channelling tax money into pri
Vogel said he believes tllere
vate 'rather than public universi
are two problems with the higher
ties.
education budget.
"The Board of Higher Ed
"If the Illinois Board of
ucation has for the last I 0 years
Higher Education would deal
increased the amount of public
with those problems.
\\e
taxpayer dollars that are going to
wouldn "t have this financial cri
private unhersities." Vogel said.
'is," he said. "The bottom line is
"I think it"s about 70 to 75 per
\\C are in an administrative
cent of the scholarship programs
bloat. We have had 27.6 prcent
go to private universities."
increase in administrative
"If 1he Board of Higher Ed
expenses in the las\ 10 years . At
ucation wants to talk about pri-

trying
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Wolff Tanning Beds
with Face Tanner
New Bulbs
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tor.
Tuesday's accident v. as
caused when a plant operator
mistakenly flipped a witch.
That informed the control com
puter that a backup water pump
was operating when it actuall)
was not, said Ryuko Fujii. chief
of the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry's nuclear
safety division.
The computer then automnti
c a11 y shut off another pump.
leaving only one primary pump
supplying water to the reactor's
cooling system.
The insufficient supply of
water to cool the reactor caused
another group of backup pumps
to fail. Fujii said. He said plant
operators corrected their mistake
within a minute, but it was too
late to keep the water level from
dropping dramatically.
The cooling water initially fell
three feet. triggering an emer
gency $hutdown system. a Tokyo
Electric official said. However,
the water continued to fall and
the emergency cooling system
kicked in, pouring water into the
reactor to cool the fuel rods.

... .. . .. .... . . ... ...Ann Golt
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tainly be the first points of attack
before they look at cutting out a
program like Afro-American
studies at Eastern."
Vogel said those issues aren't
going ay,.ay and the UPI plans on
fighting the I B HE on cutting
programs. Vogel plans on mak
ing a presentation Tuesday to the
board i n hopes of convincing
them to table the issue or vote
against it.
"lt"s disgraceful, and we can't
let them get off the hook," Vogel
said.
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orities, those are the first two
they should look at: one they
look should at administrative
costs and two they should look
at the welfare programs they are
givtng private universitie s,"
Vogel said. "Those should cer
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Edgar will make next de_cision on cuts
Whether 190 academic programs
public universities throughout the
stale, including seven at Eastern.
eliminated next year as part of
poposed higher education cuts, it is
likely a question that will lie with
Gov. Jim Edgar.
However, Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra
�already come out m favor of the
ts as submitted by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education and
kes what he admits will be a diffi
cult task in selling the changes to
individual campuses. his spokes
man said Wednesday.
Kustra. who co-chairs the
Go\emor's Task Force on Higher
Education, released a written state
ment Monday detailing his stance

on the proposals, calling them "pro
ductivity improvements."
Kustra spokesman Jim Parenti
said a personal move by Edgar con
vened the task force, and that it will
be the governor's decision whether
to bring the issue before the
General Assembly. Parenti added
he doesn't expect Springfield t o
take any action on the issue until at
least the fall veto session and 'per
haps as late a-; next spring.
In a related issue, Parenti said the
fiscal trimming the IBHE recom
mended Monday will definitely
lend support to legislators and
administrators who have called for
administrative restructuring among
higher education such as dissolving
the Board of Governors. Eastern's
governing body and similar agen
cies for other schools.

Parenti refused to say for certain
what many think are even deeper,
inevitable cuts likely to come next
year.
"The Higher Education Task
Force is going to be reconvening
this fall session. and they're going
to be addressing many areas that
they spoke of last year. which could
include more recommendations {for
cutbacks)," Parenti said.
"But as far as cuts or additions in
any program at any state university
it's going to have to come from the
governor's office," Parenti added.
"It's his (Edgar's) decision whether
he wants to act on the recommen
dations they provide him."
Although the IBHE came up
with the specific programs to b e
cut, it was Edgar's personal word
that sent the board looking for areas

from which to trim dollars. It will
b e Edgar's decision again next
month where to send a final pro
posal for cutbacks.
'The governor asked the higher
education task force to review those
goals and to present a referendum
of suggestions for the fall veto ses
sion, but it was the IBHE acting on
their own that really made the deci
sion to look into these other areas."
Parenti said.
With respect to talk of eliminat
ing the BOG. Parenti said Mon
day's announcement ''is definitely a
step in the right direction" giving
further support to legislation that
would let Eastern report directly to
theIBHE.
Kustra said in the statement he
expects to encounter fervent oppo
sition in reaction to the cuts from

DAN KOONCE/Photo editor

all those involved.
'This will not be an easy task,"
Kustra said. "The programs target
ed for possible elimination have
advocates at each college campus.
and universities have been known
to guard their turf with the tenacity
and cunning of a Doberman pinsch
er.
"However, I am confident the
IBHE has the will and the ability to
weigh the options with care and an
eye for what is best for Illinois."
Kustra added.
Despite claims by critics that
higher education spending i n
Illinois has consistently poured
more funds into administrative
offices. Kustra said spending out
side the classroom would have to
one step toward lessening the cuts'
impacts on students.

Blood drive
gets closer
to its goal
By MELISSA ASHBY
Staff writer

Sarah Dellmer. (left) and
Heather O'Hare light candles
in honor of the Haiti refugees
at the prayer vi_r:il outside the
Booth Library steps 011 Wednes
day night.
The Newman Catholic Center
sponsored a 1•igi/ 011 the lib
rary Quad to reflect upon the
first anniversary of the Haitian
coups. Along with showing
their concern through demon
strations. many of the partici
pants during the vigil discussed
and an artidt• entitled "Haiti
Human Rights."

The Red Cross Blood Drive
found itself running short for the
third day i n a row Wednesday
when officials failed to collect the

30 pints needed to reach their daily
goal.
Wednesday's goal was 350 pints
of blood. but they only collected
320 pints - significantly better
than the past cwo days of the blood
drive.
"I don't know what to say. All I
know is that we really need the
numbers to start picking up," said
Gwen Little, head of the blood

drive.,

•

.,

,,. 1

Wednesday's total was actually
almost 50 pints more than than the

previous two blood drive days so
far. as Monday and Tuesday also
were short of the daily goal of 350
pints. Only 277 were collected on
Tuesda) and 287 on Monday.
Little said part of the problem
might be that since there is no
major crisis-such as a war-students
don't think it is important.
"The fact is that blood is always
needed e"en \\hen there is no
major c nsis taking place:· she
said.
Shelia Simons, faculty advisor

for the blood drive. thought pan of
the problem lie in the fact that the
blood dnve was being held in a
new facility this year.
"I think as more students be
come aware of the change in the
location the numbers will begin to
pick up." she said.
Little also added that the blood
drive will again be held in Lantz
Gym in February.
Most students seemed aware of
the importance of donating blood.
"My brother was in a car acci
dent and I remember how much he

......

Campus vigil reflects on Haitian coup
By TIM HUEMANN

Staff writer

A year after the coups they were still remem

bered.

Wednesday night the Newman Catholic
Center sponsored a vigil on the Library Quad to
reflect upon the first anniversary of the Haitian

coups.
During the vigil the concern for Haiti was
discussed and an article entitled "Haiti Human
Rights" was read.
The Newman Catholic Center conducted the
vigil for a couple of reasons. One was to
remember that nothing new has happened to

bring the country back to democracy. Another
reason was to bring the handling of this matter
to the attention of people voting in the upcom
ing presidential election.
The Bush administration has done very little
in the past year for Haiti. and vigil organizer
Roy Lanham said he believes that this should
be taken into account when choosing the presi
dent.
"Bush has said some strong words but didn't
back them up," Lanham said. "All the people of
Haiti wanted was temporary protective status
until their government was restored, and the
U.S. government wouldn't even let them into

the country."

In September 1991. Haiti's military overtook
the first democratic government in the country's
history. President Juan Bertand Aristide was
ousted after being elected in a landslide victory
over I 0 other candidates.
The coup was lead by General Raul Cedriz
who acted as president until Prime Minister
Marc Bazin was elected into the new govern
ment More than a thousand people were killed
in the coup and many more went into hiding.
Thousands of Haitians were turned away by
the United States after traveling here for tempo
rary protection. Approximately 60,000 other
Haitians also fled to the Dominican Republic
until the violence settled down.

needed blood. I would rather give
before it is too l a t e , " J a s o n
Darnell. junior speech communi
cation major, said.
Darnell. w h o i s a first-time
donor. commented that he was
very nervous and excited about
giving blood.
"I have had friends in accidents
and I know how much this blood
is needed," Jennifer Bauersfeld,
senior speech c o m m u n i c a t i o n
major, said.
Thursday is the last day of the
blood drive. Doors will be open
from noon to 6 p.m. in the upper
balcony of Lantz Gym.
Those still wanting to donate
blood may do so Thursday without
signing up.
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Solid committee
search turns up
best candidate

Almost two years after The Daily Eastern

News published its first article about unethic.al

hiring practices within former President Stan
Rives' administration, the Board of Governors
last week selected a new Eastern's president.
The task the presidential search committee
had before them was not an easy one. Rives left

behind a legacy of nepotism and no-confidence
votes that left the university in shambles. The
search committee needed to find a president
with a fresh outlook and a dean slate.

They found what they were looking for.
David Jorns, who assumes his presidential
•

EditonaI

-------

duties in January, was the
best choice by far. He can
look at Eastern with new

eyes and, over the next three months, learn
about prior mistakes made within the Rives
administration. Jorns also said he plans on
becoming an active figure in the student com
munity by attending meetings of various stu
dent organizations.
Without the thoroughness of the search
committee, David jorns - or any of the other
three capable candidates - would not have
been picked as possibilities. Under the leader
ship of David Carpenter, Faculty Senate chair
during the controversies in Rives' administra
tion, the search committee knew what to look

for when picking a presidential candidate, as
well as what to avoid.

If overall faculty were polled by the end of

the finalists' interviews on campus, there would
have been advocates for each of the candidates.
But despite the slight split on campus, search
committee members were able to come up
with the most equitable and, in The News'

opinion. best selection.

The other three candidates were excellent
choices as finalists. Mary Williams Burger, john
P. ldoux and Hilda Richards all had certain
attributes that would have made for an excel
lent president.
The many hours that went into selecting the

final four candidates was a huge responsibility

for the search committee members to carry out.
The News congratulates the search committee

for their dedicated work in searching out well

quaJified candidates and is confident that Jorns
will be an excellent product of their job well
done.

TODAY1S

''

Vain, very vain, my weary
search to find that bliss
,__
__
___. which only caters to the
mind.

QUOTE

Oliver GoldsmitlJ

Larger district, big-time politic
Lee's attitude
best medicine
for Congress

Poshard best
for revamped
19th district

Editor's note: This Is the second
in several due/Ing p o/It/cal columns comparing the local and

,

national elections taking place Derek
No v. 3. Edch week, a different Richards
race wlll be previewed, written
by on-campus advocates of each c.a.ndidates.

The time to reform Congress Is now.

The House of Representatives have been controlled
by a Democratic majority since t 954. In this time,
Congress has had more than a reasonable opportunity
to do something constructive.
Throughout this time, Congress has done little to
help citizens of this great country. Congress is becom
ing stale and needs new leadership, new Ideas and
new energy from men and women like Republican
candidate Douglas Lee to move It along in a posltlve
direction.
Douglas Lee, candidate for U.S Congress In the
t 9th District, needs to be elected to the House of
Representatives.
Lee would be a great addition to the Congress for
not only the t 9th District, but for the country as a

whole. He would bring vast improvements to this
Institution with his good character, responsibility and
commitment to the district.
Douglas Lee Is caring and compassionate family
man directed by ethics and the district he represents
and not by special Interest that control so many of the
nations U.S. Representatives. Douglas Lee has never
accepted any PAC funds and will not be persuaded by
financial pressures of special interest.
Something special to me that sets Douglas Lee
apart from his opponent and many other politicians is
his way of campaigning. Douglas Lee directs his cam
paign at the Issues. setting apart his stances from his
opponents and not by attacking the character of his
opponent.
Douglas Lee Is committed to the district. When
elected. he will encourage economic growth by sup
porting increased use of ethanol In place of gasoline
and by also utlllzlng the clean use of Illinois' coal.
In .:tddltlon to dcdlc.1tlon in establishing pro-Illino is
programs. Douglas Lee also is putting his only per
sonal stake In this country. If elected, Douglas Lee Is
returning half of his salary to the district as an exam
ple of his dedication.
In helping his district. he will not compromise the
health of the national economy. Douglas Lee Is a
strong supporter of a balanced budget and will work
to eliminate the debt that cripples our economy. I n
contrast t o Douglas Lee, his opponent Democratic
Congressman Glenn Poshard Is ranked as the 33rd
highest spender out of 435 members of Congress
(fourth out of 22 U.S. Congressman In Illinois).
The only way to reform Congress Is electing
Congressman like Republican Douglas Lee.

- Derek Richards Is a student coordinator for c:andl
Lee and guest columnist for The Dally

date Douglas

Eastern News.

Bobby
Smith

As college students we a
placed In a unique situation.
We are no longer the follow
of yesterday; we are the decisl
makers of today. We have t
opportunity to change the cou

of this nation; we have the ability to choose who
represent us In public office. It Is truly a great ability.
I am proud to cast my vote In the t 9th Congr
slonal District of Illinois for my friend, Democratic C
gressman Glenn Poshard.
Glenn Is a man that understands the needs of
lege students. As a former high school and colle
Instructor. he understands our desire to see our edu
tlonal system continue progressing. He understan
our opposition to political action committees (PA
and our solidarity when It comes to the lmplemen
tlon of a health care system that is made available
all Americans - not simply those who can afford it.
Most Importantly, Glenn Poshard realizes our dee
rooted commitment to controlllng our current bud
getary crisis In America.
Over the past 1 5 months. I have spent countl
hours researching and discussing the issues I ha

col

mentioned. I say with no hesitation t h a t Glen
Poshard Is unequivocally the best candidate in t
race for Congress.
Glenn is a man that allows his actions to take prec
dence over any meaningless rhetoric. As a freshm

congressman In the House of Representatives, Q
realized the tremendous negative effect that PACs

have on legislation. Because of this realization, Q
does not accept any PAC money whatsoever; this is
bold step that helps give the government back to
people.
In America today. 37 million people have no health
Insurance coverage and millions more are painfully
under insured. This Is a national crisis that must
tackled.
Glenn Poshard Is rising to the challenge. As a lead
er of the Rural Health Care Coalition, he has mad
access to medical care more readily avallable for the
rural population of Illinois.
Couplt: thl!> with his commitment of allowing every
American the right to medical care and you see a man
who takes to heart the needs of those he represents.
The gravest challenge facing America today is the
ever-Increasing budget deficit. Glenn's common
sense. pay-as-you-go. approach to fiscal ability Is to
be admired. He supports a balanced budget ame
ment and the line-item veto - both of which would
help bring the current budget crisis in line.
This wllllngness to Invest in America without mort·
gaging its future Is one of the most endearing charac·
tertstics of Glenn Poshard. He Is taking a stand so that
we, the people whose future Is being squandered, are
not saddled with a debt that lowers our abilities to
succeed.

nd

- Bobby Smith Is a s t u d e n t

Congressman

coordinator for

Glenn Poshard and guest columnist
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omecoming
P.aslem's 17th Homecoming, scheduled to
next week, will follow the theme 'The
of the Games."
A variety of activities are planned not only
llDdents, but also for the general public as
as alumni.
g the activities open to the general
on Oct. 9 is a free art exhibit entitled
icy of Indian Culture." The display
be exhibited from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
's Tarble Arts Center. The exhibit will
open again from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
day and from 9 a.m. t o 4 p.m. on
·

For those interested in the Fine Arts, the
Concert Hall wil
l be the setting of the

Side of Opera." The concert, pre-

'92:
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more than just for alumni

�nted by Eastem's Theatre Department. will
talce place at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 9.
Alumni are also invited to anend rhe first
meeting of Eastern 's Minority Concerns
Committee from 6 to 7:30 p.m. Oct. 9 in the
Effingham Room in rhe Manin Lurher King
Jr. University Union. Immediately following
the meeting, the Alumni Association will
hold its annual meeting in rhe 1895 Room in
the Union.
The Class of 1952 will hold a reunion from
6 to 10 p.m. in the Rathskeller on Oct. 9.
Other class reunions include a luncheon for
the classes of '32, '42. '52, '62, '67, ·72 and
'82. The reunions will be held from noon to 2
p.m. Oct. 10 in the University Ballroom.
During this time Alumni Award Recipients
will be recognized in the Union's 1895
Room. Also from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. there will
be a coffee hour for the Class of 1942 at the

Linder House.
The traditional Homecoming Parade on
Oct. 10 will kick off the homecoming festivi
ties. The parade will begin at 9:30 a.m. on the
comer of Seventh Streer and Lincoln Avenue
and will proceed north on Seventh Street, cir
cle the square and continue sourh onto Sixth
Street.
Eastern's football team will compete at 2
p.m. against the Indiana State Sycamores for
the Homecoming game at O'Brien Stadium.
Alumni are encouraged to take a bus tour
of Eastern's campus at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday.
The bus will leave from the Linder House.
A Homecoming concert will be available
to the public at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in the
Dvorak Concert Center.
The day will continue when the returning
members of the Class of 1942 are honored at
a Golden Anniversary Dinner from 6 to 9

p.m. in the University Ballrom
o . The Class of
1942 alumni will be inducted into the Lord
Sociecy during the dinner.
The Class of 1967 will be celebrating its
25th Anniversary in the 1895 Room in the
Union. The reception will occur at 5:30 p.m.
on Saturday.
Sunday's activities will begin with a vol
leyball tournament in McAfee Gym at I p.m.
All alumni are invited to attend.
The 1992 Homecoming Weekend will
come to an end with a concert performed by
rhe Eastern/Community Orchestra at 3 p.m.
in the Dvorak Concert Hall. The general pub
lic is encouraged to ancnd.
"Plans are going wetI," said Char
Anderson, acting director o f the alumni
office. 'There is a positive response. A lot of
alumni are planning to get back to campus
(over Homecoming Weekend)."

Perot spending millions
after dropping from race

embers of the Medie\'a/ Club practice sword fighting skills
fM·ee11 Taylor I/all and Thomas Hall.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ross
Perot continued to spend millions
after he dropped from the presidential race in July, maintaining a
50-statc organization and quietly
preparing campaign advertising.
Those expenditures - $4 million in August alone have put
Perot in position for an "October
surprise" return if he chooses to
make that move on Thursda).
But they also underline a stark
contrast between v.hat the Texas
billionaire has said publicly and
what he has done privately since
ending his independent bid for the
White House.
At the same time he was spending the money. Perot wa:s dcclaring that he wouldn't pla:> a spoilers role, that the chances of his
retuming were comparable tO the..
-likelihood that "a hurricane will
go straight up in the air today" or
SARAH ANTONIO/Staff photographer
"lightning going to strike here in
two seconds.·· 'It smacks of double dealing." said Stephen Hess, a
political analyst with the
Wednesday afternoon in the South Quad
Brookings Institution.

"He said he was leaving the
race. not Tm leaving the race but
I'm going to be creating some 30
ads and gcuing my name on ballots JUst in case I decide to come
...
back . Hess said.
But Murph) Martin. a close
Perot assoc1are \\ho has helped in
recent weeks to prepare ads. disagreed. "We· vc been saying alI
along we wanted to keep our
options open." Martin said.
Campaign finance repons filed
with the government sho"" Perot
has spent S 18.5 mill ion - S 16. l
million of it his own money
'ince fin.t mentioning the possibility of an independent campaign in
March.
More than half that total has
.b�n spimt "sirrcc-h'eVittl'itf�
_.$6.6 rnillion.iu July.and.. $4 m.ih_'-'
lion in August.
That fact is nol lost on the political professionals who worked on
his campaign before it disbanded
and who now wonder whether
Perot was planning an October
surprise all the time.

tudent paychecks unavailable until after fall recess

ByJONI LAMB
Slaff writer

Student who expect to pick up their pay
ks the Thursday before fall break will
e to wait until the following Monday.
There nre no classes on Friday. Oct. 30. the
last working day o f the month. Although
y students will not work on Friday, most
faculty and workers from rhe community do.
Therefore, the students who leave for the
weekend on Thursday will have to wait until
classes resume on Monday, Nov. 2, to pick
up lheir checks.
The comptroller in Springfield approves

WW
2
(ALTERNATIVE ACOUSTIC MUSIC)

FRIDAY, OCT.

RAINSISnR
(ex�)

$2

SATIIRDAY, OCT. 3
R£GGAE REGGAE REGGAE
TONY BROWN
L The L.tndlngCrew $4
TUESDAY, OCT. 6
NE.W POTATOI
CABOOSE
w/apeml pests

PERFUNCTORY
SHOWl1Mf. 9:001

Doou ()nN AT 10:00

RllHDS ... CO./DUN<ZON

i09 VAN BIDEN•OIARWTOll
flOKl' Ma.I J4S.1JIOtDUHCilON
H01UNia KS-1378

the pay sche d ul e for each year and the
Payroll Office has no control over it,
Charlotte Castle, student and graduate stu
dent payroll supervisor, said.
Kris Carter. Cannan food service employ
ee, said she i s planning on traveling home
early Friday morning. She will not be able to
pick up her check at that time.
"It will put a damper on my finances,"'
Carter said. "I need this money to stay here."
However, Castle said if students want to
have the checks mailed to a specific address,
they need to bring a stamped, self-addressed
envelope directly to the Payroll Office. The
envelopes will be mailed personally by

Castle on Oct. 29.
In the past, students have had rheir checks
mailed to their homes, residence halls, apart
ments and even rheir banks when the payroll
period occurs over a scheduled break.
To avoid any problems. Castle said to take
the envelope to her office prior to pay day.
Otherwise, Castle said she cannot be respon
sible for lost envelopes or checks.
Castle said the student should check with
their banks ftrst if they want their paycheck
mailed directly to their bank. Some banks do
not process all of the mail rhey receive every
day. If a bank will process the deposit,
include a deposit slip in the envelope and

615 Monroe ·North Side Square· 348-8223
10 p.m. 7 Days a Week Carry-out Available
Jim East, Owner

I I a.m. to

•

•

APPETIZERS
SOUPS
Made from scratch In our own kitchen
SANDWICHES
Variety of cold, hot, grilled
or toasted Gourmet hamburgers

SIDE DISHES
SALADS
BREAKFAST
Served all day 8.. night Custom made omelettes
DINNER
Shrtmp, Chicken Breast, Italian made from scratch, Spaghetti.&. Lasagna
DESSERTS
DRINKS

Ask what special desserts are being offered.
Ask about our flavored coffees

Beer &. Wine now available.

SUNDAY NIGHT DELIVERY
NOW AVAILABLE

'

•

address it to the bank.
Joy Castle, housing administrator, said that
students who will not be able to make their
housing payment on or before Oct 30 need
to fill out a deferment slip at rhe Housing
Office.
Delinquent notices will be sent out to stu
dents without a deferment and who have not
paid their bill. There will be approximately a
"five day grace period."
Paychecks are distributed to the supervi
sors of each department. The supervisors are
allowed to hold the checks for 15 days. After
that time, the checks are returned to the
Payroll Office.

Sweetheart Roses
Special
One Dozen w/Vase

$15.95

Two Dozen w /Vase

$21.95

Noble Flower Shop

"'-..--..� 503 Jefferson

in CharlesLon -�.....,
::\orth of the Post Office

345-7007
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Rock-Li ne offers foru m Investigation

By TRISHA FREEHAUF
Staff writer

Eastern students, as well as
students from across the country,
will have the opportunity to call
in and ask questions of presiden
cial candidate B i l l Clinton and
vice-presidential candidate Al
Gore.
The University Democrats are
sponsoring a Clinton/Gore Rock
Line forum from 8 to 9 p.m.
Thursday in the Library Lecture
Hall. All students are urged to
attend and will have the opportu
nity to have their questions
asked.
Clinton and Gore will discuss

issues of import ance co young
Americans and are expected to
answer questions by students
regarding education and student
funding. Clinton and Gore will
also urge people in the 1 8 to 24·
year-old age bracket to register to
vote and to express their choices
by voting.
All students registered to vote

are urged to anend. "It is open for
everyone who's listening for a
voice of change," said Jay Mart
inez, a member of the Young
Democrats who has organized the

Clinton/Gore Rock-Line.

When asked how the Rock
Line is doing Martinez said, 'It's

been working good. We have the

highest number ever of registered

voters."
Rock-Line is a nationally syn
dicated radio program from the
University of Wisconsin at Mad
ison, hosted by Bob Colburn.
The Clinton Campaign will
broadcast from a satelite and stu
dents from Northwestern, South
ern Illino1s, Illinois State, Uni
versity of Illinois and Eastern are
expected to attend.
It will also be broadcast on the
Loop in Chicago, WPGU in
Champaign, WXRX in Rockford
and WYMG m Spnngfield.
"The C l inton/Gore Rock
Line... bas a seating capacity of
150 and is free." Martinez said.

Fai r i nforms wo rkers of ben efits

By BRANDEE LUCAS
Staff writer

The Employee Benefits Fair
held Wednesday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Union \\fil\ a success.
TI1c benefic fair ''a<> held so the
employees of Eastern could in
quire mfom1anon concerning cer
tain benefits offered to them.
"We're informing people nbout

the bcnefib:· said Robert J. Mon
do Jr. of Dental Cnre Plus.

"They've asked specific questions.
Everyone is going awa) pleased."
Benefit programs featured repre
sentatives from tax she hers, em

employees.··
Dave Weigcr of Paul Revere
Life Insurance Company said,
"The people are really nice whq

ployee assistant programs. social
security. the united retirement sys
tem and Health, Life and Dental
Carrier Insurance. Attorneys were

are involved (and are) very helpful,

employees mformauon on estates
also on hand to gi\ e Eastern

were sausfied with the outcome.

and wills.

organized," Kim Sampson. Nortb

··we are thrilled to be here." said
Peter Rue<li of the Health Alliance.

\\

tive. said. "lt',s a pretty good

"It's a great opportunity for the

turnover."

but we could al.,..ays use more par
ticipant<>."

Senate requests inquiry
into Rec Genter acsou nt
•

Staff writer

Student Senate has requeSted
ugallon intO the Student

an inve

Recreation Center•s operating
accounts before allocating any
money to them for unfor:-een

expen:-es, Ron Carmona, senate's
financial vice president said at
their weekly m�eting Wed�
nesday.
The board needs to know
where the center''i approximately
$500.000 in operaung funds are
going and hov. much money is m
all of It :iccounts. This 1s in

order to know 1f its budget
rec1uests to the senate should be
covered by center opernting
i>ad.
"W

funds or !'iCnnte ntQney. Crumona

hav

don t knQ\v \\fh t he}

o \�e dont kno
' ' v.hat to

d.

The representatives at the fair

"The benefits fmr was veT) well
estem Nauonal Life representa

from $55 per semester :stu

By DAVID M. PUTNEY

him l e:.; nine the ccounl'i
v.i hm
r
14 to 21 lli)s.
<
The center, \\hos� operatm
budgcl of about $500000 comes

fees. makes budget tequestc;
senate's $ 1 89,000 surplus b

get, a fund built up from left
senate money from past ye

Cam1ona said.
In other business, the senate
going ahead with plans to s

overnhelming student support
the Chnrlestc>� City Coun
meeting at 7:3() p.rn. Oct. 6

favor of a stop sign for the co
of Ninth Street and Roo<>ev

Scmue Member Dan Byer
gested that senate spend $25 f
bus to take l>tudents from
Hall. International House

Avenue.

Greek Court to the Charle

Municipal B u i lding at S
Jac.ksoo Ave. for the meeti
Byer said theeouncil ls plann

to tike om Jetton cone n
th mt rsection. nd he h
1 rge student turnout will '
th eoundl �tudent'i ar
� m cl about the situation
Th o; nate ah'O un!l.ti°n

.lppoved a reolut1on a k 1
un \ersll} to mstall mor
rncks at I nn1z Gymna l
Coleman llall anll Lumpk111 f

Eastern offers Ch inese lang uage course

By JENNIFER BERG
Staff writer

The School of Adult and Continuing
Education is now otfenng two non-credit
<.:ourscs in Chin1.:sc.
Even though an introducrory and an
intermediate course in Chinese language
and culture began Wednesday. those who
still wic;h to learn can register by calling
581-5 1 16 or can register at the class next
week.

The introductory course meets from 6:30
p.m. co 8 p.m. and the intermediate course
meets from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Coleman

Hall. room 213. The registration cost of the
course is $ 1 5 . but Eastern students and
staff can register for the cost of $5.
The courses will continue every Wed
nesday for the next I0 weeks.
The class will be taught by Hong Tang.
an exchange professor from the North
western Polytcchnical University in Xian,

People's Republic of China.

Eastern has been teamed up with North
western Polytechnical University for 10
year now.
"Every year we rccieve a different teach
er from our exchange to teach the course,"
Chen said.
Chen also said that since the classes are
usually small, there is a lot of student-

•
COFFEE HOUSE 1

tion to language instruction.
Chen sai<i that because the Cht
exchange professors usually do not hav
American master's degree. the course
not be taken for credit. Chen said that
knowledge students gain from the co
makes up for the fact that they d
receive credit.

25

Bud & Bud Light

FEATURING:

* Espresso & Cappuccino
* Daily Specialty Coffees
* T
eas & Hot Chocolate

*

Each course contains lessons on Cht
culture. history and current e\ents in
teacher interaction.

Ping Chen, coordinator for the People·s
Republic of China exchange. said that

Ta l l

Fresh Pastries

B oy s 16oz

"Try these King Cans "

.. An atmosphere unique
to Friends & Co.

LI��LE

�!HPlJ S

OPEN
6 AM -10 AM

Alpha Sigma Tau Congratulates
These Members for
Academic Excellence

IM PROVE
YO U R

i

CASH STO C K
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run

rour

FOR SA E
CLASSIFIED AD

1 d a y f o r $ 1 '*
•10 words ONE DAY IS $1.00

for

A\pha
S\ m a
9 Tau

· Susan Baum
• Kristy Clarke
• Heather Mornsey
• Shelley Moushon
• Christina Roemer

3.0-3.24
•

Kristine Strassheim
Chrissy Wiscombe

Me!JSSa Schroer
Debbie Hindman
· Lon Strong
•

•

•

A\pha
S\gma
Tau
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(upper

left) Members of the Panther Battalion look on as they soon begin to
board a VH-lH Huey Helicopter. (right) The rain over the weekend created pits
of mud for cadets to crawl through in the grilling Grenade Assault Course.
(lower left) A cadet searches for his opponent in the individual movement
Tactics Course. Photos by Dan Bellair

engages
in a· weekend
of challenging
field training
exercises
ROTC

•

Panther Battalion
refuses to let rain
dampen spirits

Last weekend Eastern's
ROTC Battalion attended the
FTX (Field Training Exercise)
at Eastern ' s Camp Hood
located in Ashmore .
The purpose of the week
end was to train members of
the ROTC in the firing of a
M-16 rifle , strategic tactics in
a simulated battle, movement
through a grenade assault
course and day and night land
navigation.
A UH-lH Huey helicopter
transported the cadets Friday
afternoon from the south side
of Lantz Field. Local residents
watched as a group of cadets
ran t o the helicopter and
soon were lifted up in the air.
Although the weather was
predicted to have been clear
and pleasant, the cadets later
found themselves at the
mercy of a rainy weekend.
"The rain didn't bother
me, but being cold did make
it kind of uncomfortable , "
Cadet Joe Lee said.
Cadets were able to experi
ence first hand the loading,
firing and cleaning of an
actual military weapon. They
also had the opportunity to
learn the process of setting a
mine and throwing of a
grenade.

The purpose o f the weekend was to
train members of the ROTC in the firing
of a M 1 6 rifle, strategic tactics in a sim
ulated battle, m o v e m e n t through a
grenade assault course and day and
night land navigation.

One of the more challeng
ing activities weekend partici
pants encountered was day
and night land navigation.
This exercise consisted of
finding various points in the
wilderness using only a com
pass, a small flashlight and a
topographical map.
Most cadets agreed that
the most grueling of the
weekend's training was the
grenade assault course. The
rain which had been falling all
day created a p i t of mud
which ROTC students found
themselves crawling through
on their hands and knees .
" I t was an outstanding
course; very intense. It was a
realistic and practical were
everyone got dirty," Cadet
Captain Jason Tobin said. "I
saw it in their eyes that they

were gun-ho and really got
into it (the course)."
Be cause of the serious
weather inclimations, the
Panther Battalion ended the
weekend Saturday evening.
They later arrived back home
at the Buzzard Building for
hotdogs , hamburgers and a
weapon-cleaning party. Some
cadets discovered for the first
time the internal operations
of a M-16 rifle.
Finally after what seemed
to be a cold, wet and chal
lenging weekend. Eastern's
ROTC Panther Battalion ven
tured home to the familiarity
of a warm bed.
"Ifs not very often that l
get to be out in the wilderness
and get down and dirty; it was
a nice vacation," Lee said.
·Staff report
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CAA beg i n s review of art major

By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

The Council on Academic
Affairs will start a review of the
university's art major at its 2 p.m.
meeting Thursday in the Tuscola
Arcola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
"It's the first step where the an
department comes in and discusses
the major," said Kathlene Shank,
CAA chair.
Jim Johnson, art department
chair, will answer three questions
for review of the major and will
identify the objectives of the major
and the means of achieving those
objectives, she said.
He will describe how, when

prepares!.
fqr regienat
cQnfetence
RHA

,

�

using the assessment system, the
department is achieving its objec
tives. He will also explain the sys
tem for using data gathered to
m
i prove education, which is a criti
cal assessment and modification of
the program, Shank said.
Also at Thursday's meeting. the
Board of Governor's Annual
Academic Program Review will be
discussed. The BOG assesses how
much a program costs and how
many majors are in the program,
Shank said.
"The BOG AAPR will be n
i sti
tuting a new process which begins
at the department and culminates
with the vice president for academ
ic affairs," Shank said
"The old process used to begin

with the vice president. and the
departments were allowed to
respond at the council meetings."
Shank said. "So, the councils that
are involved in the process are the
CAA, Council on Teacher Ed
ucation and the Council on
Graduate Studies."
"CAA used to act on the vice
president's recommendations and
now we will review departmental
and college recommenda1ions.'' she
added.
Shank said each department
takes a list of past enrollment and
makes a guess of future enrollment
figures. The departments make the
guess by estimating how many
people are in the program and how
many people will graduate in the

next few years.
"The review of the program is
based on their enrollment and
..
cost . Shank said. "The cost is
compared with other stare n
i stitu
tions."
"Programs that receive a status
quo asterisk or a phase down. must
report to the BOG," she said.
''Instructional Service and Tech
nology had low enrollment for sev
enll years. It received a s1atus quo
asterisk for several years and was
put through a phase down. The
program was eliminated and this is
what the BOG process does. It took
between five and eight years before
the program was eliminated. This
is a really important process."

Braz i l votes to i m peach leader
RIO DE JANEIRO. Brazil
(AP) - A day after impeachment,
Brazil c e lebrated the fall of
President Fernando Collor de
Mello with all the fervor of its
famous Carnival. complete with
samba bands and street dances.
In Rio de Janeiro, a roar went
up at the final congressional vote
late Tuesday for the thousands
who gathered around an outdoor
screen in the downtown theater
district. Many rocked through the
night to the strains of the national
anthem played to a samba beat by
a sound truck.
A crowd of 100,000 sang and
chanted on the lawn in front of

Congress in Brasilia, the capital.
as legislators voted inside. The
commemoration began with the
Chamber of Deputies' 4 4 1 - 3 8
vote to oust Collor, and stretched
into the wee hours in cities across
this country of 150 million.
Prisoners in Rio's Lemos de
Brito prison followed the vote on
TV. Luiz Henrique Nunes Fer
reira, doing 30 years for armed
robbery, was quoted as saying
about Collor: .. Didn't he say
when he took office that the cor
rupt belonged in jail? We're wait
ing for him .
In Salvador. a
major northeastern coastal city,
students staged a symbolic funer"

al for Paulo Cesar Farias,
Collor's campaign treasurer who
started the corruption scandal that
proved to be the president's undo
ing.
In the northeastern city of
Recife rock-throwing students
.
skirmished with police when they
tried to arrest a teenager who had
rolled himself up in Brazilian
flag. A few demonstrators were
beaten before peace was restored.
In Vitoria, on the southeastern
coast, thousands of evangelicals
paraded through the streets pray
ing for Jesus to enlighten the leg
islators who voted in the im
peachment proceedings.

Bike tou r of local area planned

By ARINNE CURTIS
Staff writer

In attempts to promote the use
of bicycles as a means of trans
portation, Expanding Awareness
and Responsibility Towards
Humanity (E.A.R.T.H.) is spon
soring a 1 2-mile mountain bike
ride at l p.m. Oct. 17.
Following registration at the
campus pond pavilion the day of
Lhe event, the non-competitive
ride w i l l tour sections of
Charleston before winding
through the countryside south of
town. Registrarion is $6.
Because bicycles are notice
ably a popular trend on campus,
E.A.R.T.H. decided "to increase
awareness about the bicycle as
an alternative to automobiles,"

said Bill Frane, co-president of
the organization.
The ride is not exclusively for
mountain bikes. as Frane said.
Riders with any type of bike are
welcome to attend.
According to the television
news program "20/20." the EPA
reports that every year 10,000
pounds of pollutants per car are
added lO the air. contributing to
global warming, Frane said.
Bicycles, on the other hand, pro
duce no pollutants and therefore
are better for the environment.
"(Riding bicycles) is also
more healthy than sitting in a
car," Frane said. "The more peo
ple that ride their bikes, the bet
ter it is for the environment."
Frane said E.A.R.T.H. has

-...-•

taken proper precautions for
possible troubles participapts
may have with their bicycles.
Vehicles will be driving the
route, checking for any break
downs. He also recommended
the use of helmets, but they are
not required.
"It's fun to come out with a
group of friends to go riding,"
Frane said. "It's also a way to
see the community and the sur
rounding countryside, which is
quite scenic."
Portions of the money re
ceived through registration will
go to a charity which will be
selected at a later date. The first
25 applicants in the ride will
receive a free T-shirt for partici
pating.
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C h arl esto
'explodes
with a rt
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

October 4 and Oct. 6 are
days in what could be te
fine arts explosion in Ch
ton.
These two days feature
talents of two female perfo
and will be presented for
entertainment of Eastern
dents and area residents.
The first of the two pell
ers is Eastern as:.istant profi
of music Kathleen Cook.
Cook. an accomplished
cist, will give a recital at 3
Sunday in the Quincy D
Fine Arts Center's Dv
Concert Hall.
Cook·s performance wi
accompanied by the talen
Bernard Borah, basson·
David Hobbs. piano
Richard B�a. clarinet. A
panists are al so membe
Eastern 's faculty.
The pieces played by
quartet will range f
"Nocturne" by Lili Boulan
..Sonata in E flat" by Ed
Loder.
The other performer sc
uled is poet Olga Abella.
will present a poetry recit
7:30 p.m. Oct. 6 at the D
House at 895 Seventh St.
The program, sponsored
the Charleston Area
Council, will begin with A
reading her own Cuban
She will also include in
reading some pieces from
English Renaissance.
The audience is encou
to follow with its own ch
of poetry to read.
"(The audience) are urg
present their own poetry
poems they especially like
any
period."
said
Hennings, director of lite
of the Charleston Area
Council. "They should
poems that they admire; we
quite a diversity that way."
For more information
garding Abella's recital, c
Nan Hennings, CAAC's
tor of literature at 345Both events are free admi
and open to the-general pu
·
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lntrest groups infest bil l
WASHINGTON (AP) - Come
elections or high deficits, members
of Congress are going to use the
tax law to help a constituent or
push a pet project. So, the latest tax
bill helps shoemakers in Maine,
loggers in Oregon and the thor
oughbred industry in Kentucky.
Not all the amendments tacked
onto the bill are so narrow. One
would ease the financial burdens of
the dying; one would allow mili
tary officers more tax-free combat
pay. Another would allow students
to avoid tax on the portion of their
scholarships �hat pays for room,
board and travel.

�i'IR<PO�T
'

�}$CC/At"' ......
.
The amendments are worthless,
of course, unless the catchall bill to
which they are attached becomes
law. A committee of senior tax
writers will try Thursday to write a
compromise between the $19.6 bil
lion bill passed by me House and
the $36.6 billion Senate version.
A central issue is a section of the
Senate biU that would pay for some

tax reductions and spending pro
grams by making pennanent a tem
porary tax n
i crease on the well-to
do. President Bush has promised a
veto if the increase stays. That
means negotiators will have to pare
some tax breaks - perhaps the one
expanding individual retirement
accounts - or find some other inof
fensive revenue source if the bill is
to become law.
Because tax bills are seldom
subject to amendment on the
House floor. most of the provisions
were added !n the Senate. AU are
subject to being duniped in the
search for a compromise.

Cocaine use said to harm fetus

WASHINGTON (AP) - An expectant mother
who uses cocaine may create "jet lag" in the fetus,
researchers say. Studies in rats show the drug can
jumble the developing brain's biological clock.
David Weaver, a scientist at Massachusetts
General Hospital and Harvard Medical School in
Boston, said the research shows that maternal
cocaine exposure affects a part of the fetal brain
iesponsible for controlling daily rhythms such as
bOrmone secretion, body temperature and sleep.
Disruption of this body clock in the fetal brain, be
said. may be related to some of the problems experi
enced after birth by babies born to mothers who use
cocaine.
A report on the srudy is to be published Thursday
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
Weaver said his lab found that when pregnant rats
were injected with cocaine the drug triggered a
response n
i the cells of a part of the fetal hypothala-

Fr�s

509 Van Buren

•

(217) 345-2380

EJ

Rum Drinks
50( off

our kitcken is now open

Serving Pizza

COFFEE HOUSE
OPENING TOMMORROW
6 A.M.

rfreeriiia s1Tcel

I w/any drink purchase I
I
3 pm-7 pm
1 Fro.m
One Per Customer
J1
L - - - - - - - ---..-

mus called the suprachiasmatic nuclei, or SCN.
He said that in aduh rats and humans the SCN
sets the body's circadian rhythm, the timing of such
functions as sleep. In the fetal brain, the developing
SCN picks up signals from the mother and fonns a
pattern in concert with hers, the srudy said.
But cocaine changes that pattern.
"It does seem to jumble it," said Weaver. "Our
study shows that the fetal brain does have some
acute responses as a result of cocaine exposure."
There is a strong, but unproven, suggestion that
abnormal behavior in nfants
i
born to cocaine-using
mothers may be related to the drug's effects on the
body clock, he said.
"Right after birth, there is a period of restlessness
and irritability" in babies born to mothers who use
cocaine, he said.
"In the longer term, there seem to be some learn
ing disorders and perhaps some behavioral prob
lems."

9

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES
$ 1 4.95 WRAPPED
$ 1 9.95 VASED

1 335

MONROE

New Releases
O n Sale Now !

PositiVely

l

Records

I

j

I

& Lincoln
{Afross from Hardee's)

Located at 4th

$6.99

OPEN

10 a.m.-10 p.m.

(Bud, Bud Light, Lite, MGD)
Tonite: Smothered fries $1

SELL IT!
IN THE

$ 10.99

THURS & FRI ONLY

the:

.I

Phone-in Your Suggestions
Daily - Between 2 & 4 p.m.

'

I

(Cheese fries topped w/
sour cream & bacon)

BUY I T !

CD'S

Help Us Create

�"4a r t y 's

Heagy Steak w/fries $2.49
o r FREE veggie soup w/
any sandwich
$1 .25 Bottles

Red Hot Chili Peppers
-Best Of
The Smiths
-Best of Vol. I
l 0,000 l\l.\NIACS
-Our Time in Eden
Peter Gabriel
-Us
Alice in Chains
-Dirt

CASSETTES

345-2884

Thursday at

'"

345-39 1 9

SAY I T !

DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS

Winners will Receive:
Two Free
Piuas of the Week .

345 -77 1 1

We're looking for seniors who like
working with an kinds of hardware.

Careers in data .procesfilng, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Fann.
At State Farm, "we understand the concept of''wor�· Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of''play:•
ThatS because we don't think you can be really outstanding at the first with.out having an
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in Bloomington could be the
ideal place f9r you.
You'll work for pne ofthe countcys most respected companies on the most advanced computer
equipment in the industry. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded \\ith excellent pay
and benefits. You'll make your classmates very envious.
Whats more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. ThatS because Bloom
ington isn't just a great place tD start a career, its a great place tD live, to enjoy, tD start a family (if,
indeed, you're ready tD start thinking about that). In addition to the communitys pleasant neighbor
hoods, inviting parks, and otherrecreational facilities, you'll find two universities that offer a hoot of
cultural and social activities tD take advantage of.
Ifyou're a senior with a math, accounting, data processing, mu ....
tale v.
.rarDl
or computer science bac
k
gr
ound, come talk to us at your
....._ Insurance
e're looking for people who are
..
Co
college placement office. W
.
NC�
INIUIA
ifl:g. People WOO
�eng� 0Il the
!TIOtivated and OUtgo
mpmnes
JOb -. and aw:ay fi:oID: it Aft.er all, youre no�Justlooking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois.
g for a great way of lif
e
.
great JOb. Youre lookin
An equal opportunity employer.

S

�oy

1 0 g1�! ClASSIDED �VERTISING

THE DAILY [ASTERN NEWS

I SoVICES OIQJt£D I I.__ H

I I

WM'ID>

u r
_
�
__,
_
_

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING,
LINCOLN,
418
W
CHARLESTON 345-6331.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one days incor
rect insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 58 1 -281 2.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
Ail classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
dudllne to appear ln the

12111

_______

CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDS·
GUNS·TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEA·
SON S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS. ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE.
WEST SIDE. 348·1 01 1 . PAWN
SHOP
12111
T's Expert Keys. Typing. Free
pick-up
and
delivery
in
Charleston Same day service
available Call 348·0627
1019
WHY PAY BIG CITY AUTO
RATES? CALL HALL INSUR·
ANCE TO SAVE. 345-7023
1012
Prog·ming; any language. IBM·
PC; data-processing, algorithms,
graphics/user-interface, others.
581 ·8142, John.
1012

next day's publication.

Any ads processed AFTIR 2
p.m. will be published In
the following days newspa
per. Ads cannot be can�

____

celed .afte! ttic l p.m.
�.,.citlne.

Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts wlth established
credit may be billed.
Ali Advertising submit
ted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, reject
ed, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no llablllty If for
any reason It becomes nec
essary to omit an advertise

_______

.

Campus Sales Rep wanted lor
one of the leading college travel
companies In the country. Earn
cash commissions, free ski trips
andor Spring Break trips to Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas! Call 1 ·
800-666-4857.
1019
Knowledgeable male student
needed to assist with electric
fencing Hours llexibie.345-4600.
Ask for Ira.
10/2
_,_
_
_
_
_
_
_
____
_

WANTED
Wanted to Buy: Semi-formal
dresses, size 5·6, 7-8 345-9462
afler s·oo p m.
1012

ADOPTION

ADOPTION: Loving couple
unable to have baby wants to
give infant all advantages of a
loving, linancially secure home.
We'll pay expenses. Legal, confi
dential. Cail collect (717) 5692944.

'

foR SAU •

I

1 984 Cutlass Cierra, 53,000
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500

345-6861.

12111

_______

1978 Honda Hawk. CB400. $450
obo. Great condition. Call 3481 1 05.
---: -12J11
=..,......,.
-=..,,, Dodge
-,- :-:For sale
'85
ColVcreme
cheap transportation-Good Con·
d1t1onl $1200. obo 348-7864
Christa.
�
-12/11
-,4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
12111
.
n
A
_
_
m 15th
ac .,.
T
ra
84 Ponti_
_
s
....,.
anniversary hm1ted ed111on, t-tops,
good cond1l1on, 3 000 obo. 347·
5729 after 5·30
- -1 2/1 1
-=-=
Stereo & speakers-$60 b·ball
hooplbackboard-$30. Over-under
washer/dryer-$75. 10a·2p. 345·
4426
-,
-c:-12111
__ .,.......,... s- , $50;
-,_,.
.,.
U2..,,,.,.
Tic
ket
Alpine
Car co
Player, $190; Clarion Tape Deck,
$125. Call 581-6137
12111
cEA�
l=
F�
Bl lU
....,.
�
.s
.�
S
�
E
IZ
=
ED 89
H=
PMERCEDES. $200; 86 VW, $50;
87 MERCEDES. $100; 65 MUS·
TANG, $50. FREE lnformation-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #IL14KJC

I

1..
---------....
.. ,..
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA Soronty. Inc. Will have a masculine male contest on
Oct21 1n the Rathskeller AKA is looking or male contestants. For more info
Cal Dt0ne 345-3415
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL have Btble studies at 7·30 p.m Oct 1 a1 the
Wesley Foundation Student Center Everyone 1$ welcome to paltlc:lpa1e in tril
Bble study Chnstian Doctnnes "Know What You Believe." For more Info. cal
348-8191. We meet on Thursdays
PHI GAMMA NU AclJVeS me.;,ting will be at 6 p m Thursday in room 229 Cole

1 1124

ment.

_______

DIRECTORY
Su\llC£S Om.no

Mtni storage for rent by the
month. Apartment Rentals 820
Lincoln St. phone 348-n46.
- .,-- 12/1 1
�
Microwave ovens f
or rent $
59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apart
ment Rentals 820 Lincoln St.
phone 348·7746.
....,.
..,...,..- -12111
,..,.
,...
..-, -,-.,
.- Male sublea
ser ne
eded for S '93.
Close to Campus. Heat Paid for.
Call after 6. Ask for Todd. 348·

TRAVEL

�

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

WANTED
WANTU>
ADOPTION
RIDlS/RIDf.IS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SAU
LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
HELP

1461

..,-.,
._ ..,-10
12
..,-,,
-::=,.,...
..,. -=2·BR Apt Ava
lia
ble.
Furnished,
heat included, pool Spring 1993
Call 348·1278.
1 0/1 1

(a
stern N ews

The

oa11y

.

ACROSS

1 Physiognomy
s Duplicate event

CLASSIFIED Ao FORM
Name:
Address:

G R E E IC S & C LU B S

I Invest
13 Actor Thicke
14 Robe for

Calpurn1a

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
�
-

15 "Dove sono" is
one

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Phone: ----Students
0 Yes 0-No
-Dates to run ------

11 Scourge of
serge

11 Intone

19 Intelligentsia
21 First bidder in

Ad to read:

bridge games

RAISE A COOL
•1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FORTHE
MEMBER WHO CAI.1S1

No obliptioo. No cXllt.

HEADPHONE llADIO
jUlt for callill&
1-800-932-0528, ED. 65

26 Carson's
31 Chemical suffix
32 Juridic

meeb rf

about�

message
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have weekly Bible study at 7 p.m. Thursday
the Neoga room-3rd floor-Univ. Union Those of you planrnng to attend the F
convention. remember to bnng your $11 tonight1 if you cant attend tonight
need to get your money to Regina as soon as poss1blel
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a pledge meeting at 6.30 p.m. Thursday in the M
t1nsville room. See ya there.
SIGMA'S AND ZETA'S will have a bowling party at 6 p.m Thursday 1n t
Union Bowt1ng Alley
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have large group at 8 p
Thursday in Coleman Lecture Ha We welcome aB who are interested to a
our

Large Group meeting on 'WOO Us Jesus Christ"" Mark Ashton from U "
be presenting the message Queslions wiD be welcomedl
ALPHA PHI OMEGA wtD have a Blood Drive on DecorallOnS from 730 p
WI

Thursday 11 Lantz Gym
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA Sorority Inc will have absentee ballot vo111g
t u�
30 at anytime at 345-7546 Tiffany Jackson president will have absentee
lots available fOf' Cook County and Chicago residents Please call 11 you
I ke to registerto vote before Oct 5

58 Rogue
Redding

35 Hub
Gless

62 Like many
pitchers

63 Writer Ephron

39 Blue dye

14 End of a

40 Like argon

Steinbeck title

42 Hellk1te
44 Great

inventor's
monogram

65 The vat man

86 Jane or Zane

45 Using the

IO Braz11tan

MctJon.

61 Cod s cousin

37 Role for Sharon

23 ·-- Clown."

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS Assooabon win have a n
rreting
at 330 p.m Thursday 1n LH119 There will be a speaker! Committee char
please meet before the meeting at 3:15 p m 1n LH 1191
OASIS MLUNCH BUNCH' wib moot today 1n the Panther Lair South at
aids Any aduh student 1s 1tMted 10 jom us lor lunch at noon
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL WILL have a weekly meebng a1 6 p m Thursday
in 309 Coleman Human Righls OrganiZatJOns seeking new members
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT AssoClation (DPMA) will have a
at 5:30 p.m in LH119 Anyone that IS interested 11 leaming more
ers IS welcome to attend regardless of majOf
RESIDENCE HAU ASSOCIAT10N (AHA) will have a weekly meeting at 5 p
Thursday in Stevenson Lobby Earty d nner wt I be served at 4·20 p m
Stevenson Food seMce AB students IMng in the residence halls are w·eto:im11111m
to attend!
ETA SIGMA GAMMA WI I have a meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. in Lantz Cl
room. $5 dues are needed, lots of 1nformabon. New members welcome.
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have an executive meeting at 6 p.m. Th
day 1n the Greenup room in the Union. All members (Executive) are urged Ill
attend the meeting.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have pof!'IP Thursday from 6 p.m to
p.m. If you have an hour-we need youl Shed behind the center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have r&oonQ1abon Thursday from 3
p.m to4:30 p.m. at the Chapel (9!h and Lincoln).
UNTY GOSPEL CHOIR will have rehearsal at 8 p.m. Thursday tn the Ftne
Bu1ktng room 013 Chotr members please be prompt If you can not att
please can KJn1 Druivnond a1 581-5195 If she IS not available. please leave

60 Soul singer

34 "Ou� spiro,

47 Card game

ORDER OF OMEGA will have a mandatOI)' meeung at 730 p.m Thursday in
the Ul1l00 WaJ'rwla.y We wi I be votll1g on the Omega scholarship and nom nas
1ng chairpersons. IF YOU CAN NOT ATIEND, contact Katie at 581--1!087 or Gai
81345-9635

55 Computer
experts

"doctor"

22 "Dear --..
1971 Danish
film
1 948 song

YOll allo pt a l'llEE

man

intellect

DOWN

49 Gig implement
seaport

1 Summer

replacement

2 Others, to Ovid
3 Type of bndge

51 -- as 1 L
24 German name
1ve,
4 Journahzes
for a Czech city
1934 song
------ 5 Union unit
•

•

11

• Wife of Burt A.
Under Classification of:

7 Ht.
e Race horse thal

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

hasn't won

Expiration code (office use only) -----Person accepting ad

Compositor -----

10Asian sea

_____

no. words/days

Amount due$
:
-'

_
_
_
_
_

Payment:

• Festive

0 Cash

0 Check

11 Communion,
e.g.

_
_
_
_
_

14

Check number

1ournahst

Photoelectric
device

11 Plays the first
card

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cenls per word each consecutive day

21

each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads musl be paid m advance

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAV-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered rbelous
or m bad taste.

43 Boy meets girl

- Locka.
city in Fla.

....

28 Contrivance
bringing fresh
air

48

30 Lumber1acks'

Alger s
Dick"
'

Attire for Lamour

51 He wrote "Off
the Court"

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30

8:00

WCIA-3

News

News

Inside Edrtt0n

Ent To119lll

Different World

Top Cops

Rhythm and Blues

WAND-7,
News

Marned.

Delta

Room for two

Street Stones

17

ESPN-24

USA-26

SportsCenter

Quantum Leap

Flonda at

23 Misrepresent

33 Makegood

24 Black Friday
event:
Sept 19, 1873

9:00

9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Bumstead

54 Patulous
55 Bell the cat
54S Fl ag

57"Doas -- .
H Manta

31 Like pet

3e Prior. to Prior
canaries

MISSISSlppi SL

Homefron1

Middle Ages

our Sponser
News

M.A.S"H

Cun'9f'1I Affair

WGN-1 0, 9 WILL·1 2,

News

SportsCenter

Conm.

Fox 8,

55
urt

Movie Tile

Ill Gardner

Wrot
e

Best Little

This Old House

Movie Pany L ne

Whore House

Talking Pomt

MacGyver

News

Mystery!

Night Crt

tysomelhlng

Ko k

DISC·9

WEIU·29,

51

TBS-1 5
Giants at

Murder She.

PnmeT1me
Baseball Tonig

LIFE-13

Designing

In Texas
Live

12

Jeffersons

Win s
WOf'd from

53 Portrayer of

OCTOBER

WTW0-2

Cheers

52 Warmwater f1

sport

THURSDAY
P.M.

·--

so More pleasant

n Of a Great Lake

20Titubate

lherealter. Students with varid ID 15 cenls per word f11st day 10 cents per word

order

H Mountain mint

12 "Bugs" the

0 Credit

41 Steakhouse

25 Fatuous

Johnny B

Glly Shllndling

Braves

Movie Murder
'" Blad! and Vi'llle
Star Trek

WK

Arsenio Hall

World ol Valor

T H U RS

D AY

OCT. t . 1992
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cL Very
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::Sus
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Condition, $1300 OBO.
581-3596
-:--:
-:
:- --:
- 1 211 1
er and Dryer lor sale.
lne. $100 OBO. 345-5749
12111
�
="
SALE
=""' :"""
oo
=
=
R..,.
F
.=
R
=
1Gs. $50
M=
2=
H 1 3 IN. COLOR TV,
ADY, REMOTE, $75; 2
NER HOT PLATE, $ 1 0 .
';f 5X12 CARPET, $40. TAN
CARPET. $10. CALL 2604
2833 LEAVE MESSAGE
!':....,.
-=-:..,... --.,
-:-:-::
=-�
�
-105
fr
esh 4
00
. tiWY�es
t B.OYP� fl'ad&�or

Mike5462

12111

Call

�
-:--:-1 012

your sunglasses or k
eys?
with The Datly Eastern
ollice at 127 Buzzard Build·

Schwinn Bicycles New, Used.
Oakley's Mattoon. Many dis·
counted prices, fast service.
Tuesday-Saturday 8-5 234-7637
- - -10/26
- -- =E
arn Free Spring Br
e
ak T
rips and
$2,500 selling Spring Break
Packages to Bahamas, Mexico.
Jamaica, Florida! Best trips and
pricesl 1 ·800-678·6386
____1om
___
Imagine!! College Ski Week i n
Steamboat, Colorado, 6 nights
condominium, 4 out of 5 day lift
ticket, all for under $100. Call
Dave 1 -800·999-1301
_______1011
BIG WHEELS is still on. Rain or
Shine. This Saturday from 1 1
a.m. Iii 1 a.m. for info. or registra
tion forms call 348-5404.
-10/2
,-:=-:-:::
,,...-:
=: -::BIG WHEELS
entry
forms due

Thursday. For registration forms

and info call 3481-5404.

.,,.-101
-...,,.-�---

REWARD $100 to the person
with Information that will result in
the recovery ol my Kawasaki
220cc
bayou
4-wheeler
(10#508792) Stolen the weekend

9120 R3al 345::3466(•345-'2842' Of

notlty the Charleston Police
Oepartment 345-2144
____1012
___
You ve got your dress you ve got
your man. Now 1or formal all you
need ts a Jama can Tan. 1 O Ses·
s1ons $23 oo. Call 348·0357 4
pm-9pm
105
Dave's Car Cleanup and Detail·
ing. Located 21 C St. Phone 3457921
, 012
- -::--:
States
Attor
Who'll be the next
ney? Come hear what the candi
dates have to say• See Novak
and Ferguson on Tues., Oct 6 at
1·00 p.m Buzzard Aud1tonum.
106
Earn Free Spnng Break Tnps and
$2500 Selling Spring Break Pack
ages To Bahamas Mexico,
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips and
Prices! 1 ·800-678-6386

10/2

C6STUME
HALLOWEEN
RENTAL! Huge Adult Selection •
Very Reasonable Rates. Be
smart! Reserve Early • Call 3452617
10129
=
r
-=
o =
The
_..,.
M
,...
.0
.,...
""'
p..
f KA
...,.. P PA
n--=f-=
e
ALPHA! Get psyched for next
weekl This 1s going to be the best
Homecoming ever! POMP•
POMPI POMPI Love The Ladies
of SIGMA KAPPA
1011

'SlLL SHORT
SA VE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1
*

• 1 0 words ONE DAY is

$1 .00

-THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL
llDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO SELL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS

(llAX. OF 3 ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE

_______

Phone:

PRICED

•

_
_
_
_
_
_

_

_
_
_
Under Class '1catlon of FOR SALE Person accepting ad_

Jen Meyers of AST, I'm excited to
be your mom! Keep smiling and
I'll see you ton9'1tl
_______ 10/1
VOTER REGISTRATION library
quad picnic table 1 1 :00-2:00
TODAY! or call 581-8124. We
can answer questions regarding
politics and the environment.
1 1
�
==
,...,-=
.,..,.,.
==
�
-:
=W
TEAM
FAVORS,
PARTY
SHIRTS,
GLASSWEAA,
PLEDGE SHIRTS, FUNCTION·
SK HOMECOMING SUPPLIES,
FLOOR SHIRTS. CHECK OUT
TOKENS NEW AND IMPROVED
FAVOR DEPARTMENT. ORDER
LOCALLY AND SAVE. CALL IRA
FOR DETAILS. 345-4600
ca9/1 ,4,10,15, 18,23.28, 1011,6,9
SCARLET: If you can't run with
the big dogs, stay on the porch Better yet stay in the garage!
Love Snow White.
�---�---- 10 1
KERRY and CORIE, You're the
best family an Alpha Garn kid
ever had Love Gtna
..,,.....
-,...,. .,..,...,..,
-,.,. -101
C9
ngratula
tions Kan Da
browski,
Amy Paul and Susanne Weise on
Order ol Omega Your Alpha Phi
sisters are happy for you!
10 1
Andy Harmon ol S gma Chi - Just
wanted you to know we st I love
you and miss seeing youl Stop
byl Love your Alpha Ph1s1
10 1
BIG WHEELS is still on Rain or
Shine. This Saturday from 1 1
a.m 111 1 a m For Info or regls
trat1on forms call 348·5404
1012
Delta Chi s • Get ready for tho fun
week that's ahead of us! See ya
all Sunday! Love the A Phi s
10 1
Jeannie Pe1pert of Alpha Phi •
Congratulations on being Active
of !he month!
_______1011
IN THE YEAR OF 1992, ESA S
COMMITMENT GREW - FIRST
PEARL: Lisa, Heather, Christine,
Ann Mane, Kathy, Mary PALLAS
ATHENE . .Lori, Alissa, Dana,
Kathy Jo (twtce) CONGRATULA
TIONS ON YOUR DEDICATION!
LOVE YOUR ESA SISTERS
_10 1

China, Happy 19th Birthday! You
are an awesome daughter! Have
a great day and weekend! ESA

love Mom, Karen
-

-1011

-you're the best
Kristine
of A
ST,
BIG SIS ever. Thanks for every
thing. We should do 4 o'clock
club again! Love, your little sis.
,.�
-=
,.-..,.--,--,..,.1. 0
/1
--,
Lockie, Thanks for your history
expertise, It helped a great deal.
Sigma love Beth and Julie.
=-:-:-::-:-1011
Tra
cy Bylut, Have a great time
tonight. We'll get together soon.
Love your AST Mom
_______1011
Crystal Shomaker. Roses are
red, Violets are blue, ASA Love
From you Mom to You
.,-._,...
--,
., .,--.
-,... -1011
JoAnna Meta
llios: I'm so proud to
have you as my kid' TAU LOVE,

"Mom"

�
__
___
,__
_,,,
_,.._...
�10 1
TRACEY ZEFFIRO • Guess
who? You will ftnd out soon
enough Have a great day. ASA
love, Mom
�
�
�
-1 0 1
�
TRICIA HANSEN of AST: To my
BEAUTIFUL daughter, We unite
tomgM Tau Love, Mom
�-���---�101
To my AST baby KELLY LEARY
Cant wait till tonight! Tau love
Mom
10 1
Theresa - You are a wonderful
daughter Keep up the good
work ESA Love from Mom, Jenn.
10/1
CHINA, You are finally o
UtOI the
nursery! Happy B-Day! ESA
Love, Your Roomle.
_____ 1 0 1
SIG Pl • DZ PIZZA CLUB MEM
BERS: We are all over our next
meeting! Next !Jme MAYBE we'll
try a piece of Pl! (yea-whatever)
Turtle Love•
_______1011
JILL WHITE • Congratula!Jons on
your bid to Order of Omega. Your
ALPHA GAM sisters are very
proud of you!
_______1011
STEVE LAUGHLIN - Congratula
tions on finding the key.
_______1011

Calvin and Hobbes

Doonesbury

I

Tom See · Giants Suckl Happy
21st Dude! Partyhardl Shelba
and Dave.

-10!1
==
==-"'
=-=
,_-=-Con
gr
at
s BET
A CLA
SS on going
ACTIVE. You finally made it. Your
KOR brothers.

_______ 10/1
Congrats to the KOR GAMMA
PLEDGE class. It has only just
begun. KOR ACTIVES.

-�
�
�
�
�
-10/1
-

Jim, Happy 23rd Birthday MUS
CLE-HEAD. Love always, the
back-rub queen.
_..,.
-10
.
11
Happy 20th Birlhday Jellybean!
How long have we been counting
down to this date? Get ready for
tonight! Love. Christine, Denise &
Miehelie.
10 1
Hey DELTA ZETAS! Let's party
hard! See ya at the Bar-BO Sat.
at 4:00 Love the men of SIGMA
PHI EPSILON.
10 1
SPAGHETil DINNER • Delivered
to you, $3 00. Please make
Advance Reservations at 581 •
3320.

t0/2

Amy NIVen, You re the greatest
kid ever! Your MOMS love you•
A·Ph1 love, Jodi & Holly
10 1
Congratulatons to the KDP newly
1nit1ated Beta pledge class It s
about time. Love Lisa
10 1
BECKY CHESNA Vol.Ir such a
beau!lful TAU pledge Can t wait
tnl tonight. Love Mom
10 1
ASA's, thanks tor a great night!
Tuesday was a blasl! The Delta
S1gs
101
Dave Dahm: Thanks so much for
all your help and support You re
the best Love, Tn-S1g Football
Team.
1 W1
Cheese and nee guys. Meet you
at Maddogs. Love and Rockets,
Magg e.

tO/l

Melarne, Youre the BEST big SIS!
Thanks for being there for me.
Sig Kap love and mine, Colleen.
_______ 10!1

11

MOVING SALE: 1502 JACKSON
AVE. FRIDAY 1-7
M. SATUR·
DAY 8 A.M. • 1 F.M. SMALL
APPLIANCES; SKI MACHINE
XL MAN'S LEATHER JACKET
CONDITION;
EXCELLENT
WOOL CAPOTE, PERFECT
CONDITION; DOUBLE BED;
BOOKS; CLOTHES; LOTS OF
MISCELLANEOUS.
_______ 10�
VINTAGE RUMMAGE SALE VIN
TAGE. CLOTHING, ACCES
SORIES, COSTUME JEWELRY,
HATS, LOTS OF GOOD HAL
LOWEEN ITEMS FOR MEN AND
WOMEN FRIDAY 1-7 P.M., SAT
8 A.M. • 1 P.M. 1502 JACKSON
AVE.
-�---1012
-Joy Zilvar • I hope you're getting
exerted to find ou1 who I am, but
be patient my child. You'll soon
find ou11 ASA Love, Mom.
-�-��-1
-,----�. 0 1
SPAGHETTI DINNER • Delivered
to you, $3.00. Please make reser
vations 581-3302
1012
�
�
�
�
�
o 1�
....
_ ,.,...
k
..,.. no
w when
�
T
,...
R
D
N
O=A
J
you ve been bad and I know
when you ve been good! Can t
wait to meet you• ASA Love,

Mom

1011
Amy Crooks - You the greatest
d ask tori
Big Si s a girl c
Thanks tor every
;ii Sig Kap
love and mine, Car
101
SUZI SHEEHY & CHAD MOYER·
I Love You Both • you guys are
the best kids ever! Fnday • lunch
at Ike's • Tim s buymgl Alpha
Gam Love, Angela.
___ 10/1
Lambda Chi s - Get psyched lor
the awesome week ahead of us.
See you guys at 8 tonight. love
The Tn-S1gmas.
_______101
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
RUNS LOST AND FOUND CLAS·
SIFIED ADS FOR FREE FOR
THREE DAYS CONSECUTIVELY.
THE AD SHOULD BE NO MORE

Tf-IAN-1.i<WOAOS..�
HAVE A PHONE N
UMBER. 00 IF
YOU'VE LOST SOMETHING
CONTACT THE DEN.

by Bill Watterson

BISWBYMP
AT/05M.P
H..'

HA/) 70. F<XJL..

\

BY GARAY TRUDEAU
f)(J'V7 YOIJ 5&& ?
YCXJ57RIPP@H!M

QI' H/5 MANHOOP.'
/
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The Dally Eastern News

N FL STANDI NGS

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Buffalo
Miami
Indianapolis
New England
N.Y. Jets

w
4
3
1
0
0

Houston
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Cleveland

3
3
2
1

Denver
Kansas City
Seattle
LA Raiders
San Diego

3
3
1
0
0

L
0
0
2
3
4

T

Pct.

0
0
0
0
0

1 .000
1 .000
.333
.000
.000

1
1
2
3

0
0
0
0

.750
.750
.500
.250

1
1
3
4

0
0
0
0
0

.750
.750
.250
.000
.000

Central

West

4

Dallas
Philadelphia
Washington
N.Y. Giants
Phoenix

L
0
0
1
2
3

T

Pct.

0

1 .000
1 .000
.667
.333
000

0

0
0
0

3
3
2
2
1

San Francisco 3
LA Rams
2
2
New Orleans
1
Atlanta

Now open in Charleston

1
1
2
2
3

0
0
0
0
0

.750
.750
.500
.500
.250

1
2
2
3

0
0
0
0

.750
.500
.500
.250

West

at 102 W. Lincoln Suite #2

!
s

.

"I t h i n k Mauch is a darn g o o d quarterback
from what I have seen on film." Smith said. "He
came in there against Illinois State and ran the
ball club. It's not his fault that Eastern lost that
game."
If the defense responds to the new defensive
l o o k . the Salukis overall game plan should b e
complete w i t h the offense's showing this season
The offense is led by senior quarterback Scott
Gabbert and running backs Yonel Jordain, Greg
Brown and Anthony Perry.

Chicago at Minnesota, noon
Green Bay at Atlanta, noon
Indianapolis at Tampa Bay, noon
Miami at Buffalo, noon
New Orleans at Detroit, noon
Kansas City at Denver, 3 p.m .
Los Angeles Rams at San Francisco, 3 p.m.
New York Giants at LA Raiders, 3 p.m.
Seattle at San Diego, 3 p.m.
Washington at Phoenix, 3 p.m.
New England at New York Jets, 7 p.m.
OPEN DATE: Cincinnati, Cleveland, Houston,
Pittsburgh.

521 till May '93
Free Delivery
345-7083

�
-

TONIG HT !

$1 .2 5
P ITC H E RS

50¢
Little Kings

•Comic supplies

•Back issues

TH I RSTY'S

Q. B . 's
- 75¢

LONGN ECKS
70 oz PITCHERS

- $1 .75
--------------------------.

HOTDOGS

10¢ POLISH SAUSAGES
POPCORN
35¢

..................

Monday's game

Dallas at Philadelphia, 8 p.m.

....

35c

....

of the Week
'' Heart Burner ! ''
Pizza

MEDIUM

$7.99

Pepperoni, Onion,
Italian Sausage, &
Bacon.

Collegiate
Athletic
Conference

Get a second

Sen·ed or Delivered
The Dawgs are averaging more than 271 rush
i n g yards per g a m e . which i s tops i n t h e
Gate" ay. T h e lhree Saluki run � i n� backs a �e
among the league's t o p 1 0 . Jordain 1s second m
the conference. averaging 1 14.5 yards per game,
Brown is fourth netting 75.5 yards per contest
and Perry i s averaging 60 yards per game. good
fro seventh.
"We have run the ball a lot more than we have
passed it this year," Smith said. "Eastern is going
to load up and try to stop the run. so I think we
m a y c o m e out t h r o w i n g the ball early to get
some of the guys off the line of scrimmage.·•

The

" Heart burner"
at 1/2 menu price

with antacid Tablets

Dille-in or Delivery
Sept. 28 Oct. 4

-

1 05 W. Lincoln
345-77 1 1

Women ofAlpha Sig.ma Tau

Present their 199 2 FaII Pledge Class

• PRESIDENT
Tricia Hansen
• VICE PRESIDENT
.
.
. .
Christine Alvarado
• 'fR.EA.sURER
Michelle Dodson
• SECRE'fARY . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beck
y Chesna
• ]R. PANHELLENIC DELEGATES . . ........ ........ Dara Scheller, Heather Sloan,

.

.

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .

l'Jl NTHEI\
L OUNGE

•Trading cards
•Action figures

...........

PRICED TO MOVE
EIU DORM FRIDGES

��©

•New Comics
•Subscription service

348-8368

SIU
•From page 16
Last , ear the Salukis downed the Panthers 3 1 30 at Southern Illinois. 1h e Salukis were form
n a t e that Eastern missed a 35-yard field g o a l
attempt. \\hich \\Ould have been t h e game-win
ner. with six seconds left.
"We are a much better team than we "'ere a
year a g o a n d we just haven't mat ured and
showed i t defensively. W e haven't played up t o
our capacity yet."
And with Eastern ha\ mg a freshman quarter
b a c k m a k i n g h i s first start of his c o l l e g i a t e
reer. the Salukis_ will b e putting pressure on
,
.
te Mauch along ���hir !iiJG' d(Jiey,·�defens1ve

Offering

""""""'°'

Sunday's games

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
w
3
3
2
1
0

Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Chicago
Green Bay
Detroit

Central

Midgard Comics

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . .

. .

. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

Lori Sloan

Kelly Berryman
Vicky Bryant
Tara Burke
Carrie Dunham
Kim Jostes
Kim King
Kelly Leary
Beth Markovich
Tiffany Mccann
Jessica McDoungh

Joanna Met.alios
Cami Merkle
Jenn Meyers
Michelle Meyers
Jenny Lynn Miller
Melisa Nolan
Amy Patton
Sarah Romans
Jill Ryan

Chrissy Simkus
Kim Spencer
Tina Tabar
Chrissy Tutt
Cindi Unes
Vanessa Van Denventer
Aimee Wodarczyk
Maura Flanigan
Tracy Bylut
Amy Schwartz

1lle
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"" From page 16

offensive boost. Sadler has def
initely responded lo the chal
lenge.
"In lhe beginning of the sea
son. I was playing 100 ner
vous,'' Sadler said. "But I just
started gelling more relaxed
when I went out there (on the
court) and ii gave me a better
focus on my game.
"I've been really happy wnh
my playing time," Sadler satd.
"For only being a '>Ophomore,
it's great. I s1ill have two years
ahead of me, so I know I have
time to improve."
Although she is happy to be
seeing action on the court.
Sadler knows the expenence of
sitting on the bench and feeling
of not being able to play.
"It's hard lo sit, but I think
since the team is winning.
everybody thinks a win is more
important than anything,"
Sadler said. " It's a lot of fun to
celebrate a win; it's not fun to
lose."
For Sadler and her team
mates. Friday's match against
Valparaiso and Saturday's game
at Illinois-Chicago is another
opportunity Lo show the rest of
the Mid-Continent Conference
the Lady Panthers are for real.
"Just thinking about Friday
and Saturday's matches makes
me psyched," Sadler said.
"These are both teams we want
to beat. I just keep thinking we
can be 6-1 if we win ...This is
the type of conference where
the first place team can lose to
the last place team on any
night."

Double Pizza Days ! ! !
2 s1nalls w/

I topping only $6.98
2 mediums w/ l topping only $9.98
2 l arge s w/ I topping only $ 1 2.98

Fast, Free Delivery
Mon

Fri.

-

Thurs

..

.

Hours

....

.

.

. . . . .

.

....

.4 pm
4 pm

......................... ........

Saturday
Sunday

..

. .

.

..........

..

....

.

.

............

. . . . .

.. ...

2:30 am

-

1 1 am

. . .

2 am

-

1 1 am

-

2:30 am

-

2 am

348-5454

or Pick up at 2 1 5 Lincoln

S � V E

The Daily
Eastern News

W A Y !

PLACE YOUR CLASSIAED ADS TODAY!

CALL 581-2812

.... _..
r
_

TE D'S

�

ONIGHT-SLIDE SHOW
SPECIAL EXPORT NITE

25¢

Special Export Light
Old Style-Popcorn
Mil Best-Hot Dogs

Di\t�b�rfest
M O T HER ' S
AT

*the best Q.B's in town

MGD, Bud, Bud Lt.)
plus:
1/2 Liter OKTOBER FEST B E E R
(Importedfrom Munich, Germany)

WHY PAY $2 COVER SOMEWHERE ELSE?

NO COVER

A D V E RT I S E
A D V E RT I S E
IN THE

DAILY EASTERN
NEWS

MGD)

*51 Bottles (Lite,

$1 .00 MIXERS-0.J. STEVE HOPE

A D V E RT I S E

*51Sl Pitchers (Lite &

50¢ bratwurst (w/kraut)

$liQ

10¢ hot

�

MAKE A RUN FOR GREAT SAVINGS
ON WARBLER PORTRAITS

P��;:it
Call

• October 2 in Stevenson Hall Basement

581 -281 2

For Details on These Great Savings

Thursday, October 1 ,
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Equ ity

& Pub

At Jerry's Pizza

* From page 16

athletic administrator is discriminated against in
any way in the athletic program on basis of gen
der."
The NCAA is expected to come up with a defini
tion sometime after its January meeting.
Gender equity is mostly an extention of Title IX
legislation that was to give women's athletics the
same opportunities as men's. Many people think
that some have not followed through with Title IX.
..The intent behind Title IX was to give women
an equal opportunity to be involved in intercolle
giate athletics." Perine said. "There are instititions
that have made great strides toward equity, but on
the whole I think Title IX has been ignored by ath
letic directors across the country."
The major concern among coaches is how to
achieve equity. To achieve equity in tenns of num
bers, it would be necessary to either add women's
sports or cut from men's sports. Most coaches said
they would like to avoid cuning men's programs,
but admitted that with reduced spending. it may be
the only way to get equity.
"I think at this point you may have to look at cut
ting programs. No one wants to hear it and no one
wants to think about it," Perine said. "I certainly am
not a proponent of cutting men's sports, but there
are financial restraints that are real at every institu
tion and they're becoming more real. But we need
equity.
"We need to make a commitment to equity and
i it
we need to decide how that can be done. Now. f
can be done without cuuing men's spons, I'm all
for it. Because I want to give as many athletes, men
and women. an opportunity to participate as I can."

''
...on the whole I think Title IX
has been ignored by a t h letic
directors across the coun try.

W

''

You Don't Have
To Be
"Rolling In The
Dough"

�'".lit'\

C all 345-2844

Beth Perine
Softball coach

$2.00 Off A ny Large Pizza Delivered

B

Another issue of gender equity is if football
should be included in the process. With more than
100 men on the Eastern squad, the women's coach
es feel it must be included to achieve true equity.
"It's a tough question, but I think it has to be
included," Ralston said. "It's not1the females' fault
that we don't play a sport that involves that many
people. They keep saying 'well women don't have
a sport that involves the numbers.• But unfortunate
ly, there's nothing we can do about it. We're not
going to add a women's football team just to have
one."
Hilke sees another reason that football should be
included in the gender equity process.
"I don't think you can (exclude football),
because that is a scholarship opportunity that a
male is given that a female is not," Hilke said.

L• �

with

coupon

S AV E A P O C K E T
FULL OF CASH
When you buy
and sell through
The Daily
�,,..Eastern
.,,c:::
News
classified ads.
CALL 58 1-281.

Friday: Men's coaches give their opinions on gen
der equity.

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
RDOM I NO'S

2 1 7 Lincoln
345-PENS (7367)
Fax-345-6602
*Parcel Shipping•
*Fax Service*

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Watz Up?

-

Happy 21 st Birthday

TOM SEE

Love, The Gang

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

2 FREE PEPSIS with:
MEDIUM PIZZA

Chee4��

THURSDAY

STEAK NIGHT

8 0z. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries. Slaw

,

IMPOR{f)RAFT

DAY
s Drafts
All Import

5 1 .50

Whatney's Red Barre//
Guinness, Harp and
Double Diamond Ale

•

Kitchen Hours

a.m-9p.m.
Bar Hours
�J
1 la.m. - la.m. �

with Cheese &

3 FREE PEPSIS

OR
MEDIUM PAN PIZZA
with Cheese

$6.95

Mon.-Sat.

LARGE PIZZA

5?u?rAX

TERRIFIC TUESDAYS!
Dinner for THREE!

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
with 32oz. of PEPSI

•.
:

·

TUESDAYS ONLY. . .

ml
mm

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

11

-

STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE

OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WHEN ORDER

Thursday:·odober t . 1 99

Get out of the game Mag i c !
Get out of the NBA Magic ------�
J n'on.

days.

retired from the game he

have.

announced his retirement

allowing him to come back?

mud that he \\OUld be back.

be allo\\c<l

Ele\en months ago Magic

loved. But from the day he

Magic Johnson

II sure

Re11remen1 i:. starting to

become hke a cat\ nine ives.
l

Ken

The doctors say the) are baffled and really don't

111e athlete' dl!ddc lhey need a break so they retire

and lhe next thing you know their back. How many
times has Sugar Ray Leonard come back'! I know

l'\e lost track. Or what about George Foreman? Did

he run out of food money and need some cxtm cash?
One of the greatest hockey player� of all time.
Gordie Ho\\e, came back from che dead. He didn't do
much of anything ''hen he came back, but \\ith a
name hke his, I gue's you can do \\hat ever you want.
\\i1y can't these big name athletes ju't retire \\ith a
n
i

10

lives of other pla)crs. not to mention himself?

Ryan

b11of class. Julius Erving retired

In-; a deadly disease. He should not

play a ingle minute in the NBA. lle
shouldn't have even pla)ed in the Olympics.
I don't doubt his ability to play the game anymore.
but \\hy hould someone be allo\\ed to endanger the

\\hat doe'i retirement

doesn'1 mean that they \\on'c
re p a)ing nn)m
ore.

Corning out of retirement is not the onl) problem I
Why are the doct1.?rs. Lakers and NBA owners

there was no doubt in my

mean nnymore?

l11ere is no hmil 10 what these athlete� can do these

style. He was still

one of the top performers in the league when he
dcc1cle<l to call it quits, but he knew it w<1s time to
hang ii up.
Walter Pa'ton will alwaysbe one oi Chicago's

greatest hems. And lie would ncher think about com

m• back. To me it just takes a\\a)' from

all of the

great accomplbhment these athletes have done in

thetr careers.

kno\\ what will happen to him if he plays in the phys
ical NBA.

What's going 10 happen when the Laker.; 1111v1.?I 10

Detroit to

take on the "Bad Boys'' or to New York to
play Patrick Ewing and the rugged Knicks.
With the NBA becoming more and more of a phy-..

ical game today, and blood not being an uncommon

site an)
more. who knows what

gets a cut or scmtch.

can happen if \lagic

Anocher problem is what the other players around

the league are going to think. There was ialk of play

ers from other countries refusing to play the United

that going

to happen in the NBA? Again, only time will tell.

Magic. you retired once. why don't you just relax.

sit back and enjoy the millions of dollar' you made

\\hen you were healthy.

-- Ken Ryan is tile sports editor of The Dail) Eastern

News

Laker odds i m prove with M ag i c's
return ; M i lls set to play for Detroit
LONDON (AP) - Britain's

legal bookmakers are taking

interest in �1agic Johnson ·s
return

Lakers.

to

the Los Angeles

Ladbrokes reacted to the

nC\\s of Johnson's comeback by

\la�hing the odds against the

to play

'ea,on.

for the La.kers again this

However. the bookmaken

still expect the Chicago Bulls to

repeat a-; NBA champions. The
Bulls are listed as 6-4 favorites.

Next come the Portland Trail

Lab:eh winning the 1993 NBA

Blazers at 7-2. the San Antonio
Spy
fh.unuCJl?v&land Cav.aliel'!.

1.

Warriors and Utah Jazz at

championship from 50-1 to 33"There is so much delight at

the news that even at 33- 1 we

expect to handle a vast increase
m

at

York Knicks al

Golden

State

I 0-1

1 4- 1 .

Nets won't match
Piston offer

beuing on the NBA.·· said

Austin

Johnson, \\ho has the AIDS

he "as coming ou1 of retirement

the

and the Bo�ton Celtics and Ne\\

Ladbroke s spokesman Paul

'1rus, announced Tuesday that

6- 1 ,

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.

(AP) - Terry Mills is free to

play for the Detroit Pi,ton,. The
New Jersey Nets

are not going

to 'tand in his \\ay.

The Nets o n Wednc,day

refused to match a $9.4 million

offer that Detroit extended to
Mills,

effectivel)

making

Derrick Coleman's back u p a

me
m�n
<>f
..
t
he P-i�ons.

Mills was a restricted free

agent. The Nets had the right to

match the offer sheet that Mith

�ignetl with the Pistons on Sept.
15.

However, .Mills made it clear

in recent \\eeks that he \\anted
to return home and play for the
Pi tom.

Romulus.

Detroit.

He

gre\\

just

up

outside

Maddux reg isters
20th victory - fi nally
CHICAGO

(J\P)

Greg

"I haven't made u p m y mind

Maddux no longer has to won

on free agcnc)." he said. ·-rm

a 20-game winner.

means."

der what it would feel like to be
Maddux. who had come close

t w i c e before. finally d i d i t

n o t closing any doors by any
Chicago stopped a season

worst, eight-game losing streak

Wednesday by scaLtering seven

and aho ended a six-game win

a

clinched their third

hits to lead the Chicago Cubs to
6-0

victor)

over

the

Pittsburgh Pirate,,
.. That que,tion was getting

old. and now
think

about

l don't have to
it

Maddux said.

anymore,··

" l t w a s a good day. We

needed the win badly. Wilkie

ning streak by the Pirates. who

East title on Sunday.

in

of

Maddux (20- 1 1 ) pitched his

plete game. joining Atlanta's

Tom Glavinc as the only 20game \\inners in the NL.

Maddux. who struck out nine

(Rick Wilkins) called a good

and walked two, became a 20-

and \\e scored some runs. Now.

He ''on 19 game' in 1989 and

game. The detense wu' super

game winner for the first time.
1 8 in 1988.

all rm going to do is go out and

Ryne Sandberg had four sin

Maddux turned down a $27.5

gles and scored three runs for

Cubs at the All-Star break and

gave up five runs and seven hits

the Cubs. Randy Tomlin ( 14-9)

million . five-year offer from the
is eligible for free agency
lowing the season.

in five-plus innings.

fol

Ferak
the top

t From page 16
IO in the Mid-Con \\ith a

The Lady Panthers received a

bonus

.214 hitting percentage and I 0th

w1ROVAL TRUX Presented by StarCourse

during

Friday

and

Saturday ·s hnml' contc,l\. Friday
night ·s cro\\ d was estimated

in kills at 2.2 per game.

Sophomore Kaaryn Sadler has

roughly at 150 people. Not only

were there 150 breathmg bodies,

recently been shown the light out
of the dungeon of darkness.

they were loud. boisterous fans

1moun1 of

Panther' feel "that there's no

Sadler. \\ho mbsed a substantial

last

who helped make the Lady

season\ campaign

because of a heart problem. has

place like home:·

come up big for Eastern of late

making the kills Eastern has des

Van Eekeren was ecstastic to

see so many Panther backers in

perately needed.

.the crowo Fnday and Saturday.

seems co go above-and-beyond

we werl.?n't winning. we didn't

her to do is junior setter Amy

Van

"It was gn:atlo sec all our .soronl

Van Eekeren rai.,cd her assist

just uplifted the team's spirits and

Another individual \\ho always

what her natural abi Ii tics allO\\
Eekeren.
total

in

the

�lid-Con to a n

impressive sixth place at 7.24 per

game. She posted a team-high

44

assists in Friday's rout against
Western lllinoi

.

Van Eekeren, one of the hard

est workers on the club, although

maybe not the most talented ath

lete. makes up for it with her grit

and detennination.

SON IC YOUTH

traight �L

fourth shutout and ninth com

celebrate.··

Only time "ill tell, but "'h) take the chance.

States in the Olympics if Magic played. is

1

..

Last year, probably because

��\'LJ..ll��ppart s
bsWW.t
•.

ty friends come 10 the game. It
ga\'e us an extra edge."

Sometime.s teams learn from

Jo,ing. Winning i s always a good

remedy for that. No\\, it's the

Lady Panthers turn 10 pour the

sail upon the wound' of their
unfortunate opponents.

- .loh11 Fera/.;, iJ a ,\ports writer
for The Daily Eastern News.

At RUSH
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SIDEWALK SALE!

When students first visit Rush University they often ask, "Where's the campus?" And our reply is,
"Everywhere!" That's because you will find our students throughout Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
Medical Center. Whether you're In a classroom, patient room or operating room, you're at Rush
University. The hallmark of Rush is its unification of education and practice which promotes a dynamic
and evolving teaming environment. The faculty are practitioners as well as teachers and researchers,
demonstrating up-to-date professional knowledge in the clinical setting while transmitting theoretical
and practical expertise in the classroom. The foundation of the University is an outstanding patient
care setting; Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center is recognized as one of the leading
hospitals in the nation.
For more information about bachelor's degrees in Nursing, Medical Technology, Perfusion Technology,
or master's degrees

in Nursing, Clinical Nutrition, Occupational Therapy, Speech-Language Pathology,
Audiology, Health Systems Management, Radiological Sciences, or Doctorate degrees in Anatomical
Sciences, Biochemistry, Immunology, Medical Physics, Nursing, Pharmacology, Physiology contact
College Admission Services, 1743 West Harrison Street, Room 1 19, Chicago, I llinois 60612, or call
(312} 942-7100.

R U S H
Medical College

U N I V E ·R S I T Y

College of Nursing

College of Health Sciences
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Women coaches respond to gender eq uit
Editor's note: This is part two in a three-part series deal
ing with the issue of xender equity in collegiate athletics
and how it will afe
f ct Eastern's athletic program.

By RYAN GIUSTI

Staff writer

As the gender equity movement gains momentum across
the country, battle lines will stan to be drawn.
It "ill not be a battle of the sexes. but one that ''ill be
fought on bo1h sides by men and women. Among those
leading the charge in favor of gender equil) will be
women's team coaches.
At Eastern, as in most colleges in the county, gender
equity is an important and timely issue. especially among
women's team coache�.
"I've only been at Eastern a year and I think we have a

lot of work to do on gender equity." softball coach Beth
Perine said. "I believe we have to do a lot of work to make
sure there are equal opportunities for both men's and
women's sports."
Perine is not alone in her thinking as other coaches at
Eastern have said they think steps need to be taken to
make women's athletics equal \\ith men's programs.
Women's basketball coach Barb Hilke said that gender
equity is a long time in coming.
"When you grew up in the era I did. )OU thought 'that's
fair, the men are the kingpins, the) should get the monies.·
But know I think 'why?' What makes 1he guys so special
over the women,'' Hilke said. "I think there's been great
strides toward equity. but I think there needs to be even
greater steps taken."
Volleyball coach Betty Ralston also has an opinion on
what role gender equity will play in the future of collegiate

athletics.
"I think it's a nice idea,'' Ralston said. "I don't know if
will be something that comes true. but I think it's mo\1
in the right direction for equal participation."
One of the issues facing gender equity is how to defi
it. The NCAA fanned a task force to :.olve this proble
but so far has not been able to come up "ith a clear deli
tion.
One group thal has attempted to define gender equny
the National Association of Collegiate Women Athlet
Adminisrrators (NACWAA). In its fall meeting. the gro
came up with its own definition. Pan of the definition :iia
ed: ··Gender equity is an atmosphere and a reality wh
fair dislribution of overalI athletic opportunity a
resources. proportionate to enrollment. are available
women and men and where no student-athlete. coach or
* Co11ri1111ed on page 14

Salu ki defense
hopes to rebou n

By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

KEVIN KILHOFFER1Staff photographer

Eastern's Ray Mct:lroy goes up to attempt to block an l'.Wra point against l/linois Stare last Saturday. The
Pamllers look/or theirfirst Gateway Football Conference wi11 a�ai11st Sowhern ll/i11ois at home Sawrday.

After losing a 4?-38 heart
breaker to Arkans. -; State last
Saturday, the Southern Illinois
Sa1ukis will let their offense go to
work while experimenting with
the defense in this Saturday's
Gateway Conference contest
against the Panthers at 6:30 p.m.
at O'Brien Stadium.
Although Southern Illinois
allowed the Indians their first win
and first point-. of the season last
week, Southern coach Bob Smich
said his team played a good game
against the first-year Division I-A
school.
"I don't think the loss will neg
atively affect us," Smith said. "It
was a good game going into con
ference action because Arkansas
State wasn't a team that blew us
away and we played very well
offensively. The onl) bad thing is
that our defense played horribly."
Southern Illinois, 2-2 overall

and yet to play a conferen
game, leads 1he Gateway in c
ing. averaging 33 points and
yards per game. bllt its defense
giving up more than 30 point
game and 368.5 yards per game
The downfall of the Sal
defense was the key factor m
loss to Arkansas State. A
result, the defensive coordin
Ralph Young. was fHed. T
Seward. a former Eastern llhn
player that pln)ed on Ea te
:1978 NCAA Division II cham
onship team has taken over.
"We are going to change
whole defense around (agni
Eastern)." Smith said. "We
going to try some things that
haven "t done all year. We need
make that change from a c
dence standpomt. But we ha\
get into a defense where we
to heat up the blitz a bit more
maybe even try some diftc
alignments."
• Continued on page
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New attitude leads to spiker wins Vol l eyballer back
i n the sadd le aga i n

in 1991.
This season's 4-1 start for
However. captain Ralston and admirals Susie
the Lady Panther spikers in
the Mid-Continent Confer
Green and Kim Traub have helped rebuild the near
ence has been remarkable; if
sunken vessel to a new, improved stature, one that
will be near!) impossible to submerge.
you consider where they've
come from.
How could this near catastrophe be repaired so
"Last year. we were a
quickly? Simple. A new crew member has been
young team. we had no
thrust upon the scene lhis year. She is invisible, yet
she can be seen by anybody who has witnessed the
seniors on the squad and too
many people put individual
Eastern club to date. She is the sole reason for the
accolades ahead of team ohn
Lady Panther turnaround. Her name is Attitude.
J
interests," s.id
The players' att itude and intensity has been
Eastern vol.
ferak
tremendous this sea.son. Comparing last year's men
leyball coach Beny Ralston.
------•
So when 1 992 arrived. it
tality to this season's is like comparing an old plow
wasn't really a surprise the Lady Panthers were horse to a thoroughbred.
picked to finish sixth m the Mid-Con after a dismal
Green and Traub have been equally responsible
ninth-place showing last fall.
for the turnaround. Both have played exceptionally
Ralston said she didr 't d\\ell on the preseason for Ralston night after night. More importantly, the)
ranking. Who would? If you and your buddies have been spiritual leaders for the rest of their team
decided to play football some Sunday and you had mates, showing leadership and giving guidance
the unique distinction of getting picked last. would "henever needed.
you go out and brag. "Hey, they must think I stink'?"
"Kim has really played confidently when she's
"I didn't think it (the preseason prediction) was
out there (on the court)." Ralston said. "She's
JOO percent correct." Ralston said. "But. if you become a better backro"' player and also has
looked at the fact we had all the players returning w.orked on her serve. Kim elevates the play of her
from the (9-21) team then maybe it was appropri teammates on the court. She'.s a good leader who
ate."
always has a smile on her face."
Jus1 like Columbus 500 years earlier. Ralston and
Certainly Green and Traub are not the only play
her club set sail for new. unknown waters n
i 1992. ers that deserve credit. Others have stepped to the
The Lady Panthers hoped for a calmer. more peace front of 1he pack. Beth Foster. a senior middle-hit
ful trek than their previous voyage which was bar ter. has provided Ralston's front row with a sudden.
raged with several tornados. tidal waves and splurge of offensive juice. Foster is ranked among
typhoons which led to their sorrowful shipwrecking
t Continued 011 page 15

By JOHN FERAK

Staff writer

There have been numerous
reasons for the Lady Panther
volleyball team's surprising
turnaround after last year's dis
appointing showing. Sophomore
Kaaryn Sadler is one of those
reasons.
The 1992 campaign has been
a sweet season for Sadler so far.
Last year, Sadler said, was a year
she d be glad to forget.
"I was taking medicine for my
allergies and at the Northern
game. something jus1 went
wrong and I couldn ·1 breathe; l
couldn 'r breathe for two hours;·
Sadler said. "So. for the next two
\\eeks I ".isn't able to do any
thing. Nothing. All the time I
spent working out in the summer
went down the drain.''
Sadler later discovered that a
drug which was in the medicine
she was taking for her allergies
was responsible for causing
heart attacks and fatalities.
Fortunately, Sadler has fully

recovered from the heart pr
Kaaryn Sadler

lem and has been able to sign
cantly contribute to the La
Panthers cause. After spend
time on the bench early in
season. Sadler was moved
the rotation to help give an
•

Continued on page 13

